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May Irwin
1862-1938

May in 1885

Later in life

Flo & May Irwin
'An onion can make people cry but there has never been a
vegetable invented to make people laugh.' (May Irwin)
May Irwin was born on June 27, 1862 in Whitby,
Ontario, Canada. May and Sister Flora were performers on
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the variety stage doing a duet singing specialty they began their
variety show careers doing duet singing specialty.
After the death of her father her mother took the sisters
for a audition, securing book at the Adelphi theater in Buffalo
on December 1, 1874 After a six-year stint (1877-1883) at Tony
Pastors’ the act was dissolved and May began working solo. It
was at Tony Pastor’s Theater that she was seen in the two
burlesques The Pie-rats of Penn Yann and All of it. In 1883,
Irwin joined the stock company of Augustin Daly, with which
she spent several seasons at Toole’s Theatre in London,
England. She returned to New York City for the 1891-92
season, appearing in the farce-comedy Boys and Girls.
In 1893, Irwin joined that seasons at Toole' Theatre in
London. She was earning $2,500 a week now.
She returned to New York City for the 1891-92 season,
appearing in the farce-comedy 'Boys and Girls.'
In 1893 she performed as Ophelia in a burlesque of Oscar
Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, joining several other actors
playing roles imported from Hamlet. Best known as a ‘coonshouter’ she introduced “The Bully Song” in the Broadway
show “Widow Jones.” The Coon song was a vocal version of
ragtime and the minstrel songs. Irwin today would be known
as a jazz singer and the role she played was an important one
in American popular music. Any mention of early jazz singers
has to include May Irwin as one of the best known of the early
jazz singers. She had a long singing career and became very
wealthy. There are a few recording made by May and she
collaborated with G. M. Cohen, writing the lyrics for “Hot
Tamale Alley.” As a trivia fact, May has been given credit for
naming the salad dressing - Thousand Island Dressing. She
retired in 1920 a wealthy woman, and a few years before her
death she sold a block of property on Lexington Ave. in New
York City from 54th to 55th Street, for a million dollars. From
1895 to 1904 May Irwin and the coon song were closely related.
Numerous coon songs were published with Irwin’s name on the
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cover. In this era writing or publishing sheet music was a very
lucrative career and having your photo on sheet music covers
was an indication of your popularity. May was in about eleven
Broadway shows (see list below) and introduced a number of
songs, many becoming national hits. In examining these we can
follow the progress of the coon song from its beginning to the
time it began to fade from public acceptance.
One of the most popular forms of entertainment in the
early 20th century was the minstrel show. It consisted of male
performers and thereby woman in entertainment turned to
perform Negro music, being known as 'Coon' songs, a
successful endeavor that performers such as May Irwin,
Sophie Tucker, and many others became known as 'coon
shouters,' some even performing in blackface.

May, 1877
Metropolitan Theater
Best known as a ‘coon-shouter’ she introduced “The
Bully Song” in the Broadway show 'Widow Jones.' The Coon
song was a vocal version of ragtime and the minstrel songs.
Irwin today would be known as a jazz singer and the role she
played was an important one in American popular music. Any
mention of early jazz singers has to include May Irwin as one
of the best known of the early jazz singers. This show began
her long Broadway show career.
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She had a long singing career and became quite wealthy.
There are a few recording made by May and she collaborated
with G. M. Cohen, writing the lyrics for 'Hot Tamale Alley.' As
a trivia fact, May has been given credit for naming the salad
dressing - Thousand Island Dressing. She retired in 1920 a
wealthy woman, and a few years before her death she sold a
block of property on Lexington Ave. in New York City from
54th to 55th Street, for a million dollars. She remained one of
America's most beloved performers for more than 30 years.
She was also one of the first to have Negroes appear on
stage with her. She fought for animal right and marched in
suffragette parades. In her summer home in Canada her home
included nine bedrooms, a bowling alley and a billiards room.
There she had many famous guests. Irwin also owned some
race horses, one named after her.

May's Inn-Summer home
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September 3, 1878
Chicago Daily Tribune - June 18, 1879
Comedians, soubrettes, song-and-dance men, change
artists, serio-comic and sentimental singers of more ability
than is usually found in a variety company, are the elements of
Tony Pastor's organization which opened at this house last
night. Had Tony as much ability as a singer or an actor as he
displays as a manager, he would sweep the country. As the
latter, he shows a rare shrewdness and adaptability to the
public wants; as the former, he never changes. On the boards
he is the same swallow-coated, kid-gloved, serio-comic bit of
vulgarity he was when he used to play in his little music-hall on
the Bowery ten years ago. His removal to Broadway hasn't
improved him in the least. The curtain last night went up on a
sketch which gave Miss George Kane a chance to display her
vocal ability, which is of no common order, and then came the
Irwin sisters in a light trifle, introducing songs, dances,
medleys, etc. Miss May Irwin is a fine soubrette, has a laughing
face, a plump and pleasing figure, a pretty pair of eyes, the use
of which she fully understands, and a good voice. Her sister
Flora also possesses superior physical beauty and ability above
the average.
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On January 17, 1880 Tony Pastor began to include a
series of extended burlesque on his variety bills. the first was a
take-off of Robertson's play 'School' done as 'Our School
Girls.' it was followed in due course by 'The Pei-ras of Penn
Yann' and 'All of it.' Two young ladies called themselves to
audiences attention in these burlesque. Both soon became stars
in the musical stage. May Irwin and Lillian Russell. The nature
of the parts they played can be gleared from Miss Irwin's role
n the Gilbert and Sullivan travesty. Her Freddy was set down
as an indentured prowler.

February 5, 1882
Morning Oregonian - March 19, 1882
The reminiscent critics who insist that when Mrs. John
Wood went to Europe and Mary Gannon died, the American
stage was bereft of the only actresses who had any conception
of true fun upon it, should step around to Tony Pastor's and
see May Irwin in the burlesque of 'Patience,' and forever hold
their peace.

April 8, 1883
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June 3, 1883

August 25, 1883
Cincinnati Enquirer - August 26, 1883
The Irwin sisters, who are favorites with the public, are
singing some charming new songs. Among their selections none
are more pleasing than 'Music of her Voice' and 'That Night
at the Ball,' by the profession's favorite author, Chas. M.
Connolly, while 'Darling Nellie,' by Fairfield, is, as its title
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implies, 'a darling.' This latter song, with its bright pleasing
melody, will surely win its way into public favor.
Cincinnati Enquirer - August 26 1883
The Lounger, in Truth, says: 'I hear that Augustin Daly
has engaged May Irwin, of the well-known Irwin Sisters, as a
member of his company for next season. From this I should
judge that Mr. Daly intends to deal somewhat in farcical
comedy. If he does, Miss Irwin will be of great value to him.
Still, I should not particularly care to sit through a
performance in which May Irwin and May Fielding both
appeared. Such an amount of adiposity could not be offset even
by the bare bones of Miss Rehan and Mrs. Gilbert.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - October 7, 1883
Messrs. Hyde & Behman add another strong attraction to
the long list already standing to the credit of the Adams Street
Theater, in the shape of the Tony Pastor combination of
specialty artists, who are to be seen here nightly and at matinee
performances on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday afternoons.
Mr. Tony Pastor heads the organization, the supporting talent
comprising the famous comedy trio, Jacques Kruger, Frank
Girard and May Irwin, Harry and John Keruell, William
Carroll, James Kelly, Thomas O'Brien, Flora Irwin, Frank H
White, Kitty O'Neill, Lillian White, Lilly Western, Harry
Steele, Frank Bennett and Lida Gardner. These are all well
known names, and guarantee a performance of superior
excellence. The specialty olio will be supplemented by Mr.
Pastor's amusing farce-comedy, 'Who Owns the Baby?' in
which the full strength of the company will appear. There is
fun ahead at Messrs. Hyde & Behman's Theater.
New York Times - December 1, 1883
'Dollars and Sense' will be performed for the last time on
next Tuesday evening at Daly's theatre. On Wednesday night,
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Mr. A. W. Pinero's new play, 'Girls and Boys,' will be
produced. This new play deals with English rural life, and
deals lightly with it. It will offer a pleasant contrast to the same
author's fine and sad play, 'The Squire.' The cast of 'Girls and
Boys' will include Mr. James Lewis, Mr. William Gilbert, Miss
Ada Rehan, Miss May Irwin, Mr. Charles Fisher, Mr. Yorke
Stephens, Miss Dreber, and Mr. Thompson. Miss Irwin will
make her first appearance at this theatre in Mr. Pinero's play.
1884
Weekly Star - February 29, 1884
May Irwin, a graduate from the variety stage, has made a
hit in legitimate comedy with one of Daly's companies.

May 26, 1884
Chicago Daily Tribune - June 29, 1884
Frace-'Country Girl'-With May Irwin
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September 21, 1884

December 30, 1884
1885

January 2, 1885
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May 24, 1885

June 8, 1885
Chicago Daily Tribune - July 3, 1885 - Hooley's - 'She Would
and She Would not.'
Why May Irwin in the part of Villetta should interrupt
the action to sing a song - a feat which servants are not in the
habit of attempting in parlors - was not explained, but the
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audience seemed to like it, and so did she, so it was probably
permissible.

October 7, 1885
1886
Inter Ocean - May 1, 1886 - Daly's company off for Europe
Mr. Augustin Daly and his company sailed for Europe by
the Aurains, this afternoon. The London season of the
company will last ten weeks and will commence on May 28 at
the Strand Theater. The company consists of Augustin Daly
and wife, Ida Rehan, Virginia Dreher, Edith Kingdom, May
Irwin, etc.
Inter Ocean - September 9, 1887
Florence Irwin, or Mrs. Grady, is a sister of Miss May
Irwin, one of the leading actresses in Daily's troupe. Florence
was long a favorite at Tony Pastor's, where she had a
prominent role in 'Patience' for nearly an entire winter. She
has appeared with the best theaters n the city since then, and is
a charming singer as well as a good actress.
Ex-Senator Grady was seen today at the Hoffman House,
where he was breakfasting. He said, when asked about the
advertisement that had been published to the effect that he had
married Florence Irwin: "I have no statement to make. 'I don't
deny that I am married to her. Nobody has denied it. No other
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woman claims me for a husband, and I don't see why the case
should be of public interest.
Chicago Daily Tribune - September 23, 1887
Once in a while the vaudevilles take back their midst
some of the talent they give to the legitimate.' There's buxom
May Irwin, for example. It is nearly four years since Augustin
Daly decoyed her from the varieties to play boisterous
soubrettes in his company. Last night in Boston she returned to
her first love. Her sister Florence (Mrs. Thomas F. Grady) is
on the road for the Howard Athenaeum company of Boston.
San Francisco Chronicle - October 30, 1887
Miss Flora Irwin, who is known as Mrs. Senator Grady of
New York in private life, and her sister, Miss May Irwin, who
was with the Daly Company for several season here returned
to their old song and dance specialties and have joined the
Howard Athenaeum company.
Thomas F. Grady's wife, with her sister has filled a
Chicago engagement. Florence's marriage to the silver-tongued
Democratic Orator of New York and the sensational manner in
which it was announced to the world-May's experience with
the Daly comedy company-Both ambitious to shine in the
'Legitimates.'

September 10, 1888
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Flo and May Irwin were in the cast of 'Fashions' that
included baseball star Artie Latham in 1888.
Butte Inter Mountain - October 29, 1902
Although it is not generally this is not 'Lath's' first
venture on the boards. Years ago he appeared in a piece called
'Fashions,' in the cast were May and Flo Irwin. It proved a
failure and 'Arlie' went back to baseball. It is to be hoped that
better success will attend his second venture in the theatrical
business.

December 30, 1888

February 19, 1889
Inter Ocean - December 7, 1889 - Press Club Entertainment.
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May Irwin of the Irwin Sisters, at present under
engagement at Hooley's, then delivered her lecture, 'Aunt
Amanda on Woman's Rights.' Twice recalled, Miss Irwin sang
the Negro ditty 'Live Hambie,' and a paraphrase on a popular
song just now the craze, entitled 'Metzler and Schweitzer.'
Pittsburg Dispatch - September 7, 1890
In singing a topical song Miss May Irwin has no superior.
Every word she says is can be heard, and the amount of
expression she can throw into very ordinary words with her
voice and face is remarkable. Her song with the 'I don't know'
refrain made a great hit at the Bijou. On Friday night she sang
an extra verse, which seems to have been aimed goodnaturedly at a certain element in the audience. The verse in
question ran thus:
'when a young man has had a good timePoker and billiards cost money, though primeBy the end of vacation he hasn't a dime,
And his girl wants to go to the play.
Empty his pockets-he can't tell her that;
such a confession would sound very flat.
But why does he tell her-he has it all patThe piece is a little too gay?
I don't know!-what is the use of inquiring?
I can't say-it's always a mystery to me.
He goes with the boys to the very same show.
Although it's improper-at least he say soWhat does he do it for?-I don't know!
So there's no use your asking me.'
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September 7, 1890

November 9, 1890
There was a famous publicized incident that happened to
the Irwin sisters in their dressing room.
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Cincinnati Inquirer - December 1, 1890 - By a curling iron.
The Irwin sister badly burned while 'making up' in their
dressing room.
Flora and May Irwin, the talented sisters, whose
charming specialties and bright songs have made them
favorites of the big audiences that saw Russell's comedians in
'The city directory' in this city last week, had a thrilling escape
from being burned to death Saturday afternoon in Chicago.
While the sisters were in their dressing room 'making up' for
their appearance at the matinee performance at the Chicago
Opera House, Flora Irwin had occasion to use a curling iron
that had been left too long in a hot fire. When she applied it to
her hair it set the latter afire. Thoroughly frightened she let go
of the iron and it dropped into the folds of lace that encircled
the bodice of her dress. In a moment the delicate fabric was
ablaze.
Miss May Irwin sprang to her sister's assistance, and
while trying to put the fire out the lace on her own dress also
became ignited. The two women tore the blazing stuff flames
from mounting tot their faces, but their efforts would have
been unsuccessful had not stage hands, attracted by their shrill
cries for help, jumped into the dressing room and wrapped
them in heavy blankets. when the fire was finally extinguished
both as to preclude the possibility of their appearing at the
afternoon or evening performances. They were sent to their
hotel in a carriage and placed under the care of a physician.
In January, 1891 Irwin appears in 'Country Sport.'
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March 29, 1891
Evening World - April 4, 1891
May Irwin will join 'A Straight Tip' at the New Park
Theatre Monday night. Miss Irwin, it will be remembered,
played the part of Susan in 'A Night Off' at Daly's Theatre and
made a great hit. She will be a valuable addition to Mr.
Power's organization. The new dance in the second act has
proved successful.
In September of 1891 Irwin plays a 'tough ' girl who was
seen to move to the top in musical comedy circles.
The Times (Phil.) October 11, 1891

Florence & May Irwin
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A company of exceptional ability, and with such favorites
as the Irwin sisters, George Marion, Otis Harlan, Julian
Mitchell, Ignatio Martinetti and Wood and Shepherd any
comedy that has merit at all would not fail to make a hit. May
Irwin will introduce a dance which is peculiar to the
Scandinavians; she will also wear shoes peculiar to the
Scandinavians.

November 1, 1891
Chicago Daily Tribune - January 24, 1892 - She is a sparkling
soubrette. Miss May Irwin, who is a great favorite in Chicago.

May Irwin
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There is one soubrette on the American stage whose
entrance upon the stage sends a smile over the audience-Miss
May Irwin. she has been on the stage ever since her early
'teens. There was nothing said about her in the society pages
when she adopted the stage as a profession. She commenced
young and toiled, and the early part of her career was beset by
trails. But she was possessed of an energetic disposition. She is
a favorite in Chicago and a valuable addition to any company.
She has played what might be termed the gamut of the
profession. Originally she began in the variety business and she
graduated in the exemplary institution provided over by Mr.
Augustin Daly. Miss Irwin found that although high art was
nice and its surroundings aristocratic it did not pay. Three or
four times the amount of money that May Irwin could earn as
low comedienne in Mr. Daly's company swarted her in the
variety and farce comedy business. When Messrs. Rich and
Harris sought to establish a vaudeville company which would
appeal to the taste that finds its home in the private boxes and
parquet circle as well as to that which pervades the upper
circles of theaters, they engaged May Irwin and her sister flora
for their character sketches, song and dance specialties. The
salary given to these two young ladies was something like $500
every week, of which Miss May, as the more talented of the
couple, received a greater part.
She is one of the few women on the stage who is equally
entertaining, whether in ensemble or alone. No one who has
witnessed a performance by Miss Irwin need be in doubt as to
her nationality. She is a Yankee girl out and out. This does not
preclude her, however, from being a fine dialect comedienne.
In April of 1883 Irwin in 'Lady Winderneres Fan,' playing
Ophelia.
Evening World - April 15, 1893
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'The Poet and the Puppets' may still be seen at the
Garden Theatre. New songs and other novelties have been
introduced by May Irwin and R. A. Roberts. The songs and
dances are now given in all the scenes of the burlesque, instead
of being confined to the first two, as before.

November 23, 1893
Evening World - December 28, 1893
Almost as much as Dailey did for Powers last season Miss
May Irwin does for Dailey in 'A Country Sport.' She is
remarkably good; her presence is comedy itself, and she is by
no means wanting in refinement. Miss Irwin has gone from
Daly to Dailey, and she seems happier with the additional I.
and E. She can sing a comic song as well as any of them and
she can illumine it with a smile that is large, elastic and quite
irresistible. 'A Country Sport;' is not tiresome while Dailey and
Miss Irwin are upon the stage, but when they are not in view
the affair is fearfully tedious and raw. There is nobody else of
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much account n the company with the exception of John G.
Sparks and perhaps James F. Callahan and Ada Lewis.
Saint Paul Globe - March 16, 1894
Rich and Harris, I am told, have determined to send May
Irwin out starring next season at the head of a company of her
own. She has made by all odds the greatest success in the
production of 'A Country Sport' in this city, a fact which does
not appear to be particularly relished by Peter F. Dailey, who
is ostensibly the chief attraction of that representation.
In September of 1895 Irwin, the great 'Coon shouter,'
interpolates a number of 'Coon' songs in the 'farcical conceit'
J. J. McNally, created for her - 'The Widow Jones' at the
Bijou. The show was the first to honor her with stardom. The
press was happy to not 'elevation to stardom has not changed
her in any respect. She is a round, as blond, as innocent
looking and as blue-eyed as ever.'
To understand the event, Miss Irwin introduced what is
often considered her best number, Charles E. Trevathan's 'The
Bully Song.' Its lyrics recited in Negro dialect the singer's
determine search for 'dat nigger dat treated folks so free.' Miss
Irwin plays Beatrice Byke, who escapes her fortune hunting
suitors by running off to Maine and pretending to be the
widow of a man drowned the year before. She soon finds
herself saddled with the man's debt, his daughter, and,
eventually the 'drowned man himself.'
New York Times - September 22, 1895
With 'The Widow Jones,' Miss Irwin has opened
prosperously the new career of the Bijou Theatre. Rudolph
Aronson has transformed the house, and made its interior both
beautiful and comfortable; but that goes for nothing if the play
is bad. A play by McNally and a May Irwin to act-which is to
say to caper and cavort and mix silver fizzes-in it is needed at
the Bijou every week in the year.
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Times (Phil.) - November 17, 1895 - the Park
At the Park theatre for this week the attraction will be
that remarkably popular comedienne, May Irwin, who comes
to this city direct from a phenomenally successful run of
seventy-five consecutive nights in New York. She will present
her new comedy 'The Widow Jones,' which was written
specially for her by John J. McNally, author of 'A Country
Sport,' 'The Night Clerk' and other leading farce-comedy
successes.

May Irwin, who has long been esteemed a favorite in this
city, has now branched out among the stars, so that her
appearance tomorrow night will have a special significance to
her admirers, inasmuch as it will be her stellar debut before a
Philadelphia audience. 'The Widow Jones' was specially
written by its author to fit Miss Irwin's requirements, and he
has provided her with a part which affords her ability for
comedy, song, dance and specialty almost unlimited scope. She
will have a budget of new songs, including two fresh Negro
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melodies, 'The New Bully' and 'I Want Yer, Ma Honey.' The
story of 'The Widow Jones' is built on a very funny basis, and
brings about no end of side-splitting fun. The comedy will have
an admirable scenic setting.

Boston Post - December 12, 1895
San Francisco Call - December 25, 1895 - May Irwin Hit.
Successful second night of 'The Widow Jones' at the
California.
May Irwin's second night in 'The Widow Jones' at the
California was even more successful than the opening
performance. The plot, to be sure, is rather mixed, but some of
the situations are amusing in the extreme. As the gay Widow
Jones, courted by a crowd of nondescript admirers whom she
is anxious to get rid of, Miss Irwin displays methods so finished
and artistic as to render her work vastly superior to much that
is palmed off on the play going public as acting. Some of the
simple scenes are presented with so much womanly naturalness
that the audience last night not only applauded, but loudly
cheered the unique and clever actress.
Chicago Daily Tribune - February 9, 1896 - Miss May Irwin to
become a star. The popular soubrette begins a Chicago
engagement Sunday night.
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When a successful stock company actress becomes a star
in the theatrical world the event is always one of popular
interest. The approaching engagement of May Irwin in
Chicago as a star is especially interesting, since this singing
soubrette is well known here. Moreover, Miss Irwin appears as
a star in a play which was written for her and especially
designed to sit her talents. Miss Irwin and her sister Flo began
their career in 1875 in Dan Shelby's theater in Buffalo. As
everyone knows, Miss Irwin has been engaged by Tony Pastor,
Augustin Daly, Rich & Harris, Charles Frohman, and others.
Her singing of Negro songs is always remembered with
pleasure. This year she has two new ones, which have not been
heard in Chicago, and others not yet sung in public. Her work
as a descriptive and ballad singer has won her much
popularity.
Miss Irwin's Chicago engagement begins on Monday
night. Her popularity in Chicago is strong with the theatergoing public, and her manners expect for her a warm welcome
and a successful engagement.
Mr. William Harris of Rich & Harris has come out from
Boston for the express purpose of seeing Miss Irwin's Chicago
reception. Mr. Harris was one of the vaudeville sketch team
known twenty years ago as Harris and Carroll. when the little
Irwin girls were brought in Dan Shelby at Buffalo to show
what they could do Harris and Carroll were playing in the
theater. So of all managers in the country Mr. Harris best
knows of the talent and career of May Irwin. And that his faith
in her is unbounded is best manifested by the number of years
he has kept her under engagement and his final determination
to put her down the world as a star.
St. Paul Globe - December 27, 1896
Courted into Court, May
Irwin's new 'piece de
resistance,' seems to have made a hit in the West. A Kansas
paper says it achieved twenty-one encores and eleven curtain
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calls on the first night. One of Miss Irwin's new songs is called
'Crappy Dan,' and relates the excellent good fortunes of a
Negro crap shooter. 'Crappy Dan' is a 'gamblin' man,' and he
joyously declared that:
Some make money wid der han's.
an' some make money wid der lan's.
But a little pair o' dice, all covered up wid sevens
Is 'sponsible for most of Dan's.
May Irwin appears in 'Courted into Court,' and plays a
different sort of lady who arrived at the Bijou on December 29,
1896. May, the leading singer of coon songs, stalked on stage in
the McNallley's farce comedy, 'Dottie Dimple' (May Irwin) an
actress, decides to divorce her husband, Worthington Bedst,
Jr. (John C. Rice), when he becomes jealous of the attention his
own father (Raymond Hitchcock) play up to Dottie. The judge
(Joseph M. Sparks), hoping to marry Dottie himself, insists on
granting the divorce even after Dottie reconsiders and wants
the case dropped. Clara Palmer, Ada Lewis, and Jaques
Kruger virtually complete the all-star line-up. Although on
opening night Miss Lewis as a German dancer won the loudest
applause for 'The Oompah,' two of Miss Irwin's biggest hits
came from songs added to the play; 'Mister Johnson Turn Me
Loose' (by the same Ben Harney who had brought ragtime to
New York) and 'All Coons Look Alike to Me' by Ernest
Hogan.
New York Times - January 17, 1897
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May Irwin
May Irwin's sway is undisputed. She has the sceptre and
the tiara and the laurel and all those things. Her merit is that
she makes people laugh, and this is the quality that attests her
title to the crown of Momus and the throne of Euphrosyne. The
cry of the multitude is for 'heart-casing mirth,' and Miss Irwin
has an unfailing supply of it ever on tap. she is now conducting
business at the Bijou Theatre, and she has many customers.
The influence of Miss Irwin's performances upon a
sensitive and reflective mind is so bewildering that no other
explanation of this mixing of metaphors could be asked for,
and indeed mixed metapors and strained similes are as
inevitable in the work of recording an impression of Miss
Irwin's art as discords are in modern dramatic music. And it is
my intention, in beginning, to record my own impression of her
art as clearly and intelligibly as possible. That task, however,
has its difficulties, the impression is so confused.
Miss Irwin is large and buxom, but light of foot and
springy as the gazelle of 'familiar Quotations.' She has the
grace of columbine, the eyes of Innocence, the mouth of a
comedian, and the chin of a Roman emperor. But of the
comedian she has other traits and features. she can act. she
practiced diligently in a good school. Who has forgotten her
impersonation of the communicative, emotional maidservant in
'A Night Off' at Daly's? That fit of hysterical weeping after the
dire failure of 'The Beautiful Sabine' had the touch of true
comedy and the veracity of nature. Some day an essayist with
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leisure will write piquantly of 'The Tears of Comedy,' and with
those shed by Warren as Billy Lackaday, by Davidge as
Croaker, by May Robson in 'Lady Bountiful' and 'Nerves,' he
will class May Irwin's in Mr. Daly's version of the Schonthan
comedy.
But her beginning was in variety-vaudeville as the press
agents of this hour call it - and to that she returned after her
term at Daly's and the manner of it she has adopted as her
own. It is the variety performer's privilege to be frankly aware
of his audience, and to cultivate insincerity. If he has 'lines'
written for him, he almost invariably recites them in such a
way as to assure the listener that they are not his words, and
that he does not care for them, and that the sooner they are
done with the better. This refers, of course, only to the typical
variety performer, not to the discouraged actor who is now
invading his field, not to the shining 'stars' of his branch of the
'profession,' who frequently employ real histrionism in their
'turns.' Miss Irwin, since she has become a 'star' in
invertabrate farce, rarely descends to histionism-but she does
so often enough to show that she can still act when she wants
to. Her favorite manner, however, is that of the variety stage.
She is frankly aware of her audience, and deprecatory as
regards the play.
Yet she ought to be grateful to Mr. John McNally. He fits
her talent like a glove, if not like the paper on the wall. There is
Trojan work in this latest farce of his, 'Courted into Court.' Its
text is often really witty, and there is a suspicion of originality
in some of the shafts. I am afraid, too, that some of it is a kind
of high building no dramatic architect can afford. Dottie
Dymple makes a speech somewhere about woman's relations to
man in which she says, 'We must be fair to the men even if we
have to use peroxide.' Not a laugh greets this remark. A friend
of mine who presumes to be a judge of human nature insists
that the reason of the silence is that many sensitive women in
the audience feel hurt. They, too, use peroxide of hydrogen for
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the sake of fairness, but that view is irrational. No person in an
American audience ever applies the wit of a play to himself. To
reason thus is to argue in favor of the intellectual alertness of
our theatre-goers. The habitual theatergoer knows better. The
reasons by analogy that Mr. McNally's joke is too subtle for
the audience. They do not catch the twist in the sense.
Moreover, the remark is made at a moment when Mr. McNally
has been rather sparing of his wit. The people are not laughing
just then. You know, perhaps, that when Felix Morris, in one
of the funniest passages of The Late Mr. Castello,' exclaims 'I
have reached my sixth lustrum,' the burst of laughter which
greets his matter-of-fact remark is as hearty as any Grundy's
choicest wit has evoked. "Undoubtedly 'lustrum,' because of
the context, is taken for a bit of humor by many persons in the
audience. Sydney Smith insisted that the English country
gentlemen of his day thought that Socinianism had something
to do with poaching.
It never hurts to abuse the public. No individual ever
considers himself a part of the public. In this matter of
condemning the stupidity of theatre audiences, the old saying
about the dramatic wardrobe of the 'palmy days' must be
borne in mind: 'what fits everybody, fits nobody.' It is as safe
to deride the public as it is to accuse the opera chorus of
inefficiency. In my novitiate an experienced journalist, who has
long been a notorious and habitual but silver-haired dramatist,
gave me my first lesson in criticism. 'My dear boy,' he said,
'when you write about an opera call every tune a cavatina,
always abuse the chorus, and you'll acquire a reputation.' but
to return to Miss Irwin's mutton.
Apart from the originality of some of its text, Mr.
McNally's farce is reminiscent. He remembers well the old
Negro minstrel farce of 'fun at the wigmaker's.' The scenes
between Pop Dooley and the fastidious mother-in-law recall
Robertson's Eccles and the Marquizzy, whom we shall see
again at the Knickerbocker theatre this week. The last act is a
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travesty of the last act of 'Aunt Jack,' with the amorous Judge,
the susceptible jury, and the fair plaintiff again. But is it all
better than the average of such farces, and it is full of
rollicking fun.
Miss Irwin's delivery in the last act of the speech in a play
she was learning in Act I is really a delightful bit of humor. But
her interpolated darky songs are even better. The southern
Negro she impersonates in 'Crappy Dan' and 'The New Bully'
is not the old plantation darky, happy in his bondage, primitive
n his simplicity, but a product of the new civilization, the bad
town darky of the present age of transition. That he is
susceptible to humorous treatment Miss Irwin proves, and the
manner in which she thus put him before us in all his badness
and audacity, without the aid of make-up or scenic effect, is, in
its small way, a triumph of art. But this same Crappy Dan,
with his dice loaded for Sebens' and his 'quaintance wid a gun,'
represents a grave social problem. Clay Greene tried to treat
him seriously in 'The New South,' a play that failed only
because of careless workmanship.
Miss Irwin has a strong personality, good gifts as a comic
songstress, an appreciable sense of humor, and measurable
skill as an actress. Yet her beaming smile, and her manner of
seeming to take the spectator in her confidence, seem to
constitute her chief claim to popularity. she reminds one
strongly of no other performer, unless it be Mr. 'Billy' Birch,
now a disabled veteran, whose irresponsible manner and
hearty enjoyment of his own jokes are matters of history.
The Sun - January 23, 1897
In the first act of 'Courted into Court,' May Irwin in the
character of an actress is seen studying her part in a new play.
It is a highly emotional passage, and she has to tell 'the story of
her life.' The public has an insight here into an actress's
methods of study which may be typical or merely Miss Irwin's.
At all events the revelation is interesting. Miss Irwin takes the
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manuscript, and, being a star, erases from the text what does
not happen to appeal to her. Then she commences to memorize
the lines walking backward and forward repeating the lines.
This process is so absorbing to her that a person at her elbow
screaming at the top of her voice is unable to attract Miss
Irwin's attention. She continues her walk, repeating the lines
over and over until they have been apparently drilled into her
memory deep enough to remain there. This may be the way in
which all actresses learnt their parts, or it may be only Miss
Irwin's way; but the audiences are grateful for the insight into
the artistic life which the first act of Miss Irwin's play affords.
She presents another phase of the matter when, at the trial of
her divorce suit, the Judge distresses her with the
announcement that he has excluded all the reporters. The last
act of 'Courted Into Court' shows the strength of an old
situation, and the audiences that laugh at this highly comical
version of it in Miss Irwin's play do not lose one particle of
interest from the fact that practically the same thing was done
in 'Aunt Jack.' In that farce it was the country spinster who sat
in the witness's chair and flirted with the jury. The actress does
it in the latter play. Her progress to the witness stand awakens
such enthusiasm in the jurors that as soon as she sits down
three bouquets are thrown to her in spontaneous admiration.
The scene is now as comic throughout that it has the effect of a
fine climax. There are moments in the second act that are not
amusing. But the trial scene is funny from beginning to end,
and Miss Irwin's apparently inexhaustible natural humor
would vitalize a work not nearly so good.
Miss Irwin, who has developed what looks like
bumptuous self-conceit in her public row with her managers,
never fails to be captivatingly amusing on the stage when she
sets out to be. Her humorous efforts do not miscarry. They hit
the mark fully and roundly, and there is never need of apology
for her. Most women are merely comparatively entertaining
when they set out to be comedians. They are nearly as amusing
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as men would be if they should do the same thing. But with
May Irwin the case is different. She is funny in her own
independent way as no man or women ever was before her.
Her seeming good nature and amiability is a background for
her other qualities, and now that she has just at present taken
a strong hold on the New York public that element of her
personality must not be ignored in explaining her success.
Another characteristic that wins her popularity is the fact that
she does and says just what many people would like to if they
dared. In 'A country sport,' when she was making a reputation
for herself, there was one scene in which this quality was most
striking shown. She ordered a glass of wine and some salad
from a waiter, and then, turning to the audience, said, 'I'd a
great deal rather have a cheese sandwich and a glass of beer.'
But she was at a party, and she had to be on her good
behavior. She is constantly indicating the same characteristics
in 'Courted into Court,' and they seem to be one of the most
potent qualities of her humor. Courted into Court' was in the
character played by Jacques Kruger one entertaining type. He
is the drunken relative of a popular actress, and he indicates
without insane exaggeration and with great naturalness
various stages of inebriety. Possibly the most amusing phase of
it comes in the last act, when, to indicate the feelings of the
family, he comes to the trial of the divorce suit dressed in
heavy mourning. John J. McNally has put some bright lines
into his play, and there is very little of the dialogue that is not
peppered with humor. It is hardly ever vulgar. Miss Irwin
herself avoids every kind of vulgarity but her own. But hers is
of such an agreeable unobjectionable nature that she would not
be herself without it.
San Francisco Call - January 24, 1898
Above and beyond the uninspired idiocy of John J.
McNally 'Courted into court' is blessed by the personality of
Marie Dressler.
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There is hope and consolation in Miss Dressler; it is good
to know that she is in the land. In case anything ever should
happen to May Irwin we have Marie Dressler to fall back on.
Not that things are like to happen to May Irwin's sensational
health-not that!-but she might someday take it into her genial
head to retire; she might-who knows what these good-natured
women will do?-marry herself to some proud prince who could
not beat to see her work; or she might say away from san
Francisco altogether. It has been a long time since Miss Irwin
westward hoed, and there is nothing in our immediate
horoscope to point her in the way. New York, you know, finally
has 'discovered' May Irwin. She can stay there now all the year
round with any old kind of a piece and nothing to do but work
night in and night out, with never a care of transportation or
advance agents and grow stouter and richer while we wait.
Miss Dressler makes hope deferred endurable. She is all but
May Irwin and a magnetic considerable of her own besides.
According to the cant superstitions about beauty that
commonly upheld up to the scorn of this June's strength. So
would I. but Mr. Rice is, on the contrary, kissed-yes, kissed by
Miss Dressler. It is not a Nethersolean kiss; there is nothing
tumultuous, throbbing, scorching, stifling about it; It is a
plain, slow-I have to confess it is slow-business-like salute with
a smack at the parting that Miss Dressler indents upon the
osculatory feature of Mr. Rice. Unworthy Rice! You may see
where the caress has left its seal. Mr. Rice's lips were a
flattened pout, a ripe red spot glows between the diverging
points of his mustaches-and that is where he has been kissed.
Twice blessed and twice unworthy Rice! It has been his
specialty to be kissed by the two most accomplished kissers in
the profession. He has been kissed into fame, nectarized into
notoriety. First it was May Irwin-she had themselves
kinetoscoped in the act; it was called the may Irwin kiss and
was patented and copyrighted by photographers and
kinetoscopers and cold be seen for a nickel in the slot. Now it is
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Marie Dressler who kisses Mr. Rice. I ask anybody if there is
anything in this Mr. rice which deserves the double distinction.

March 15, 1897
In 'The Swell Miss Fitzwell' Irwin plays a poor American
girl who marries a French Count. The Count's father
disinherits him. Miss Fitzwell sets up a shop, but a
misunderstanding there with her spouse leads to a divorce suit,
when the misunderstanding is resolved the divorce action
proves infuriatingly difficult to withdraw.
The World - November 28, 1897
Miss May Irwin's funniest story told with her own
inimitable expressions.
World - November 28, 1897

1) He was on the front steps, 2) He was singing my song, 3)
Beck stole the biscuit, 4) Rossie kissed it, 5) And the tragedy
can.
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Kansas City Journal - January 17, 1898 - Songs from steel
cages. Negro melodies that originate with county jail prisoners
by a unique grafting process.
May Irwin, the actress who has made a fortune singing
Negro songs, and is ever on the watch for new and catchy ones,
might visit the 'nigger floor' of the county jail with profit to
herself when she comes to Kansas City again. The forty Negro
prisoners on that floor of the jail have little to do but eat and
sing. In that crowd of darkies from everywhere, new songs
evolve as naturally as mushrooms spring up on a muck heap.
The creative process of a new song there is interesting to
observe. First, some Negro hits on a line or two that rhyme
together and he hums it to a tune that is either old or new, it
matters little which. Another Negro adds a line or two more
and so it grows into a string of doggerel that is sometimes ten
or fifteen verses long; and then all the Negroes in the jail sing it
all the time for a week or two till they tire of it and by that time
a new song is developed and taken up.
The most popular home-made song among the Negroes in
the jail just now is the following, which was composed on the
plan outlined above. The tune to it is very catchy and seems to
be as new as the verses:
There's Peter Jackson, he's tall an' black,
Fought Jim slavin dor de finishin' crack,
Jumped on de dummy an' pull de bell cord,
Goin' to nominate him for an English Lord
(spoken) ain't he an English nigger?
Chorus:
Sing a mona, brother
You shall be free;
Sing a mona, brother,
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You shall be free
When the good Lord sets you free.
I went to a dice game las' Saturday night
An' I bet five dollah's a nigger wasn't right;
An' dat big nigger his point was nine,
An' dat black devil throwed four-five a-lyin'
(Spoken) Ain't he a sleepin' nigger?
Says bake dem biscuit good an' brown,
Turn dem flapjacks roun' an' roun',
Shake up de feather bed-shake it up rightOle Pahson Jones goin' sleep all night.
(Spoken) ain't he a sleepin' nigger?
See dat nigger bein' a log
Wid his finer on de trigger, an' eye on de hog,
An' de gun went ouay, and de hog went zouay,
An' de nigger sprung on him wid all his grip.
(Spoken) Ain't he a hoggish nigger?
Bull frog jump in de bottom of de well,
Wid his mouth fall of duff an' his belly swelled;
Dere stan's a gal all dressed in red,
An' her mouth jus' as sweet as ginger bread.
(Spoken) ain't she a sweet nigger?
What did Johnny tell Joshua to do?
Go an' put on your long-tailed blue,
Eat all de ham, eat all de cheese,
Want to go to heaven, got to shout on our knees.
(Spoken) aint' he a shoutin' nigger?
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Lawrence Daily Journal - January 26, 1898 - May Irwin buys
real estate. Jolly comedienne pays $85,000 for two apartment
buildings.
May Irwin, the jolly comedienne, paid 85,000 good round
dollars for two apartment houses in West Twenty-Eight Street,
New York, and she paid cash too. This property, the
acquisition of which puts the name of Miss Irwin on the list
with the Vanderbilts, the Astors, the Trinity Corporation and
other holders of Manhattan island real estate, consists of the
two five-story brown-stone-front houses, 142, and 144 West
Twenty-Eighth Street, between Sixth and Seventh Avenues.
She purchased them from Paul Leavitt.
A short time ago she disposed of extensive holdings in
Colorado mining stock, bought with the profits of her stage
work, and the proceeds of this sale furnished the bulk of the
money she has placed in her real estate transactions. May
Irwin has for some time owned a city house on West fiftyEighth Street, in the shadow of the big Navarro Flats, and a
summer home-in the St. Lawrence River.
Brooklyn Life - February 19, 1898
May Irwin's new play this season is called 'The Swell
Miss Fitzwell.' It is a farcial comedy in three acts by the author
of 'My Friend from India,' that first saw the light at Trenton
on the seventeenth of last September. November fifteenth
found it on Broadway-at the Bijou-where it has been running
along merrily and prosperously ever since. Next Monday it will
be seen at the Montauk for the first time in this borough. The
story has to do with the effort of the Count and Countess de
Cagiac to keep the proverbial wolf from their door. The Count
having been disowned by his aristocratic French father
because of his marriage to a poor American girl, takes up his
abode in this country. To support his new home he engages in
the manufacture of face powder, and with the same laudable
object in view the Countess opens a dressmaking establishment
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under the name of 'Miss Fitzwell.' Each enters upon his
vocation in secret, however, fearing that the other's pride
might be wounded. Now it happens that one of Miss Fitzwells's
customer is Mlle. Otello, a vaudeville performer who knew the
Count in Paris. The two meet, and in order to secure from
Mlle. Otello a testimonial for his face powder the Count gives
her some valuable jewelry. This transaction occurs in the
dressmaking parlor of Miss Fitzwell, who drops in upon the
couple, and seeing more than she hears, puts two and two
together and seeks a divorce. By the time that she has effected
a legal separation she concludes that she does not want it, and
all ends well. This is the main theme. Around it the author has
built up numerous complications, some of which, by the way,
he makes very little endeavor to straighten out. Perhaps he
thought that the plot would be forgotten by the time that the
third act as reached, but then coherency is not so important as
some sort of action that will keep May Irwin on the stage most
of the time, and this 'The Swell Miss Fitzwell' succeeds in
doing. Bubbling over with good humor she is omnipresent. She
allows nothing to lag, no point to be lost, and does enough
clever work to be almost a whole show in herself. In her line
she is inimitable, and she has never proved it more conclusively
than in this piece. Of her new songs the catchiest is the 'Frog
Song' in the first act. It is a very bright coon ditty that points a
moral. 'Honey on My Lips' is another that takes well. That
May Irwin sings them to perfection goes without saying. An
excellent company supports Miss Irwin this season.
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May Irwin
Brooklyn Daily Eagle- February 20, 1898
This is a week of fun and nonsense, with incidental light
music, at the Brooklyn Theater, and May Irwin, in 'The Swell
Miss Fitzwell,' at the Montauk, will head the list. The adjective
jolly has been copyrighted and blown in the bottle in
connection with Miss Irwin, but it fits her, and jollity is a
quality worth having; so are overflowing humor and
wholesome laughter, which Miss Irwin always brings with her
and which sweep the theater clean of the blues and of all the
pessimism left by the problem dramas of a season. The new
piece was made for Miss Irwin by H. A. DuSouchet, author of
that bright farce, 'My Friend From India.' It was written some
months ago, and ever since it was new. May Irwin has been
busy, most of the time at the Bijou Theater, on Broadway,
filling up the chinks with her own peculiar style of humor. The
result is said to be a lively and taking Irwin show, with a whole
batch of Negro songs, which Miss Irwin has precipitated upon
a willing public this winter, and the tunes of which are already
familiar. Some them are 'The Frog Song,' 'Syncopated Sandy,'
'A Little Pinch of Salt,' 'The Pickaninny's Lullaby,' 'On the
Dummy Line,' 'Keep Your Eye on Your Friend, Mr. Johnson'
and 'Honey on My Lips.' The story has to do with the wife of
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an impecunious marquis, who opens a dressmaking shop,
unknown to her husband, under the name of Miss Fitzwell. But
it does not matter what the story is so long as May Irwin is in
the center of it and so long as she has brought her voice with
her. Both these will be at the Montauk this week, and with
them Ignacio Martinetti and a good company.

March 7, 1898
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 10, 1898 - The Alvin Theater
'The Swell Miss Fitzwell,' the new play in which May
Irwin opens at the Alvin tomorrow night, deals with the trials,
the felicitations and final happiness of the Count de Cagiac and
his American wife, who, having been disowned by the former's
father, comes to America to live. The countess, desiring to help
her husband, opened a dressmaking shop under the name of
Miss Fitzwell. The Count secretly embarks in the business of
making face powder, in partnership with an Irishman named
Dugan. Now Miss Fitzwell has a customer in the person of a
French vaudeville singer, and the count, who has known her in
Paris, follows her to the dressmaker's shop and bribes her with
a necklace to sign a face powder testimonial. The countess sees
him present the necklace, and, believing it to be a gift of
affection, starts for Oklahoma to obtain a divorce. Of course
the complications are finally straightened out.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 11, 1898 - May Irwin as a star.
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In the days of 'The Country Sport,' before May Irwin
really was a star, it used to be said that May Irwin was
essentially a man's actress, and that hers was a style of humor
which women failed to appreciate. It is only necessary to go to
one of the 'The Swell Miss Fitzwell' performances anywhere to
prove how false this statement was, for the majority of the
comedienne's admirers now are women. Miss Irwin opens a
week's engagement at the Alvin tonight.

Inter Ocean - April 17, 1898 - Start of May Irwin. Twenty
years ago she and Flora were real cherry sister. Her Debut in
Buffalo, Penniless, she sort the stage to earn her bread.
Pathetic and laughable incidents of the first night at a Buffalo
variety theater. (by May Irwin)
Twenty-odd years ago, when the Canadian train stopped
at Rochester one black November night, a young woman,
dressed in widow's mourning, left the car, followed by two little
girls, also clad in black. The younger of the two children was a
chubby little thing, and in her arms she jealously held a
wretched little woolly mongrel dog. The widow asked a bus
driver the name of a good but inexpensive hotel, and was
conducted to the hostelry which he served. Being unused to
hotel, or, indeed, to anything but the ways of a Canadian
lumber village, she was made acquainted with a register and
wrote her own name and her children's as follow;
'Mrs. Thomas Campbell.
'Georgia Campbell.
'Ada Campbell.'
Mrs. Campbell then summoned the landlord, who was
rather upset by her first sentence, which was about like this; 'I
have just got $100 in the world. I am a widow. My husband's
death has left me a beggar. My family want me to live on their
charity, but we'd rather die.'
'Yes, we would,' echoed two small voices in chorus.
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"I want you to tell me,' continued the mother, 'how to get
theater engagements for Georgia and Addy. They can both
play on the piano, and they sing like angels. Please do help us.'
The children, who were about 9 and 11 years of age, were
deeply conscious of their pecuniary difficulties, and evidently
bent on impressing the landlord.
'Mister,' said the younger and chubbier, still holding
tightly to her dog, 'we can sing, honest we can. We can sing
'Genevieve,' and 'Under the Daisies,' and 'Oh, Ye Tears,' and
'Wings,' and lots of other things, and we'll be real good if you'll
help us.'
That settled it. The landlord bade his theatrical party to
go to bed, and said he would give them an introductory letter
to the manager of a good show the next day. And he did.
Georgia and Addy Campbell proved to be good singers. They
were possessed of the gift of piano playing, but they were green
with a vibrancy which even a variety theater manager in the
town of Rochester twenty years ago dared not make a stage
feature.
The little girls were myself and my sister Flora; the
widow was out mother. Our family name is Campbell; it was
then, and is now. How we came to be called Irwin I will relate
later. Neither of us had ever been upon the stage in our lives,
except in the exhibitions of the Canadian schoolhouse. We were
little cherry sisters of a type not fashionable in the'70s. After
rehearsing for two weeks, while we looked forward each day to
an opening night that was to make things brighter, and, while
the hundred dollars was fast slipping away, and the mother
striving to hide here anxiety from her little would-be wageearners, an awful thing happened.
The Rochester manager flunked. He said he didn't care to
try it, but he had gotten an opening for us in Buffalo, and if we
succeeded there he would give us an engagement immediately
afterward. How little there was of the hundred dollars left, how
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broken--hearted the mother, how plucky and resolute we tried
to be, words do not entirely convey.
The Rochester manager sent us on our way with much
good advice and a bottle of home-made pink dye for out white
stockings, which were to be made gorgeous as flesh-colored silk
by a mere dip. The hotel proprietor was very moderate in his
bills, and said we would come back in triumph, little thinking
that he was a prophet. We found ourselves one never-to-be
forgotten night in hastily constructed and hideous costumes,
furnished by the wardrobe woman of a Buffalo second-rate
variety theater, the butt of a group of men and women, oldtimers of the serio-comic school. Our dresses were so short that
the home-made and unadorned pantalets fell far below our
skirts, and the pink stockings were a ghastly failure. I stood in
the green room, crouched behind a stove, tugging every
moment at my abbreviated skirts, in the hope, born of despair,
that they would lengthen by my efforts. Georgia sat upon a
chair, frankly sobbing, with mother similarly occupied by her
side.
The Campbell sisters were called and went forth-one to
the piano, the other to her solo. To the utter surprise of every
one we received a round of applause. We next essayed a duet,
and Georgia promptly fainted and was carried off the stage.
Whereupon, forgetting where I was in my anxiety for mother, I
called out to her, 'Never mind, mamma, I'll sing both parts,'
and I did.
And the house shouted and applauded itself hoarse. when
Georgia recovered she reappeared, and just as she came on the
stage she cried out to her mother, 'Don't be afraid, mamma;
I'll be good and not get sick this time.' We were cheered to the
echo, and every night of our six weeks' stay in Buffalo we were
a feature on the bill.
To our surprise the Rochester manager wrote, sending a
contract for mother to sign, and when we returned to that city
we failed to recognize ourselves as the originals of the two little
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faces in gorgeous lithograph posters with which the town was
billed, telling in startling type how 'the little Irwin Sister,'
Flora and May, would astonish Rochester by their music skill,'
etc. without taking the trouble to consult us, singly or
collectively, the Rochester manager had baptized us IrwinFlora and May- and from that day to this we have been known
by no other name, Even mother is Mrs. Irwin.
Some time ago I was asked to what I attributed my
continuous success, and said, 'Why, to my mother, of course.
Why, I've got the best, yes sir, the very best mother God ever
gave a woman. If there's anything good in me you must blame
my mother for it,' and I hold to the same opinion yet.
Success on the stage is seldom suddenly attained. The
truest and most lasting success is usually the work of a lifetime.
My most 'taking songs' and stage 'business' are not the result
of a chance inspiration. They may be the most natural things in
the world, but they are the very reverie of impromptu. They
are the result of long and hard study and effort, coupled with
the experience of a career which began in poverty and
discouragement at 9 years of age, and has been followed with
unremitting hard work for twenty more, I don't believe in
chance work on the stage any more than in other walks of life.
Chance may afford an opportunity, but it takes pluck, energy,
and constant hard work to reap the full benefit of the
opportunity.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 17, 1898 - May Irwin
That newly-elect of the coon singers, buxom May Irwin,
disclaims the allegation that she got her accent in Pittsburgh.
She alleges that it is the genuine one of Whitby, near Toronto,
Canada, where she was born of good old Scotch parentage, and
whence she went early with her sister Flo to the St. Cecilia
convent at Port Hope. It was the news that her father had
failed in business that drove Miss Irwin and her sister Flo, or
rather Flo and her younger sister May, into the vaudeville
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business. They became familiars in that branch of the
profession, and then jumped a peg, attaining heights rarely
reached by professionals of that grade. Then both were
discovered as stars. May Irwin is a thrift soul, one of the traits
she evidently inherited from John Campbell, her grandfather.
She has a cozy country seat in St. Lawrence where a couple of
sturdy youngsters spend the hot days. Just recently she
purchased two apartment houses in New York on West
Twenty-Third Street, paying therefore $85,000. Besides this,
she has investments in mining stock. In a word, she is a rare
specimen of the actress.
Kansas City - May 8, 1898
A theatrical manager is telling a good story of May
Irwin's ready wit. He says: 'We both chanced to be depositors
in and victims of a bank which suspended payment a few years
ago. Like others, when the news of the disaster came, we
hurried off to the bank to pick up what information we could,
and coming down the steps from the offices into the street,
Miss Irwin's foot caught in the mat, and with some difficulty
she managed to save herself from falling. I was entering the
building, and seeing the misstep, ran up, saying:
'I hope you have not hurt yourself?'
'Oh, no, thank you,' she replied; 'I only lost my balance.'
Kansas City - May 8, 1898 -Grand-all week. May Irwin in
'The Swell Miss Fitzwell' and 'Kate Kip, Buyer.'
The delightful May Irwin will open a week's engagement
at the Grand this afternoon, appearing in her new comedy,
'The Swell Miss Fitzwell.' Miss Irwin is highly enthusiastic
about Du Souchet's latest work, and thinks she has by far the
best vehicle which has yet served to make her everybody's
favorite comedienne. The success it has scored seems a most
ample and supporting argument in proof of her belief. Her
appearance today lends added attraction in that it will be not
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only one of the best performances of the year but will be the
last week in the season of the Grand Opera House, and after
May Irwin has departed there will be no further opportunity to
witness a good performance until next season.
'The Swell Miss Fitzwell' deals with the trials, the
felicitations and final happiness of the Count d'Cagiacs and his
American wife who, having been disowned by the former's
father, come to America to live. The countess, desiring to help
her husband as much as possible, opens a dressmaking shop,
under the name of Miss Fitzwell, but says nothing about it to
him, fearing that his pride will be hurt. At the same time the
count embarks in the business of making face powder, which
he carries on with a similar degree of secrecy in partnership
with an Irishman named Dugan. Now, Miss Fitzwell has a
customer in the person of a French vaudeville singer, named
Mme. Otello, and the count, who has known her in Paris,
follows her to the dressmaker's shop and bribes her with a
necklace to sign a face powder testimonial. The countess sees
him present the necklace, and believing it to be a gift of
affection, starts for Oklahoma to obtain a divorce. Of course,
the complications are finally straightened out, and the count
and Countess receive the blessing of the paternal marquis and
the play ends happily.
Incidental to the comedy are a budget of new songs, the
most of them being Negro songs, which are the best Miss Irwin
has ever sung and have achieved such great success as to have
been termed 'a vocal epidemic' by the papers of New York
City. They include 'The Frog Song,' 'On the Dummy Line,'
'Syncopated Sandy,' ''The Pickaninny's Lullaby,' ' A Little
Pinch of Salt,'' 'Honey on My Lips,' and 'He Certainly Was
Good to Me.' (Sic: Irwin plays the Countess.)
The new play, 'Kate Kip, Buyer,' by Glen McDonough,
which will be given by Miss Irwin Thursday or Friday evening
for the first time on any stage, should enlist special interest, as
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it is not often that Kansas City theatergoers have an
opportunity to pass upon an entirely new play of importance.
Times (Phil.) - October 9, 1898
Miss May Irwin is her own stage manager. She puts on all
her own plays. Likewise she is her own manager.
Times (Phil.) - October 16, 1898 - The Walnut.
May Irwin has unquestionably been dispensing many
pleasant moments at the Walnut, where tomorrow night she
begins on her concluding week in her new comedy, 'Kate Kip,
Buyer.' As a vehicle for the talent of this poplar artiste it is the
best she has yet had and is as full of fun as it is quick in its
lively action. While the developments of the play present the
characters have not been neglected, and Mr. Sparks and Mr.
Martinetti have parts that give them special opportunity to
shine. In all respects indeed this jolly play deserves the
pronounced triumph it has won. The good story is
accompanied by a dialogue that sparkles with bright points,
while the excellent company gives these qualities a showing
that leave nothing to be desired. I conjunction with its many
advantages in these ways there are a lot of ditties sand
specialties that also much enhance its interest. The list of these
this week, by the way, will be increased by a number of new
'coon' songs by Miss Irwin.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - November 8, 1898 - May Irwin's new
play at the Bijou
May Irwin brought out her new farce, 'Kate Kip Buyer,'
to the Bijou Theater on Broadway last night, and made the
typical May Irwin success. 'Kate Kip' does many things in the
play beside to buy. She straightens out the woes of all the other
characters and quickens the livers of her audience by singing
live new 'coon' songs as only she can sing them. The songs will
be all over town in a week, but Miss Irwin will be anchored at
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the Bijou until spring and anyone who wishes to hear them at
first hand must go there.

May Irwin (Center) telling fortunes in 'Kate Kip, Buyer-Act II
Record Union - February 13, 1899
May Irwin has done more to popularize Negro songs than
any other person.

Evening Star - February 25, 1899 - National Theater
May Irwin and her greatest success, 'Kate Kip,' comes to
the New National Theater next week. Miss Irwin has visited
Washington in former years with successes - plays that have
received unstinted praise - but in 'Kate Kip' this jolly good
laugh maker is said to have eclipsed all former triumphs. Of
course, there is only one May Irwin, 'a large blonde party,' as
she is called in this 'Kate Kip.' Her mission in life seems to be
to make people laugh, and it is this that her audiences expect of
her. Miss Irwin's humor is perhaps more spontaneous than
that of any other player on the stage today, and a jolly good
atmosphere seems to pervade her immediate surroundings. It
wouldn't do, perhaps to refer to Miss Irwin as a sunbeam, but
she certainly brings with her to the footlights a certain warmth
and brightness that is inexplicable, yet still evident. when you
know Miss Irwin, even across the footlights, there is no slight
acquaintance; you feel that you know her and know her well.
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In fact, you're her best friend. In this new play the comedy and
complications are evolved from Kate Kip's efforts to save her
brother Tom from financial ruin, he having invested all his
savings in a western city called New Rome, which he counted
on being made the state capital, but which at the opening of the
play is about to be thrown over in favor of a rival city named
New Athens. Kate Kip is a buyer for a large commercial house,
and reaches New Rome on the decisive day. She has had a
miraculous escape from a railroad wreck and in the excitement
has picked up someone else's grip for her own. Senator Coogan
(Mr. Sparks) and Senator Gashwiler control the state senate,
and to win them over to New Rome Kate Kip convinces each
that she is his long-lost daughter. The complications compel
her to produce a husband, which she does, in the person of
Gustav L'Aoulette, an anarchist (Mr. Martinetti), who agrees
to play the part for two hours in return for her having been
instrumental in saving his life n the railroad wreck. The play
might end here were it not for the fact that a charge of
kidnapping is preferred against Kate Kip when the grip picked
up in the wreck by mistake is traced to her. But Kate Kip
finally outwits the detectives, wins the election for New Rome,
saves her brother's money and captures a husband.

November 18, 1899
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March 24, 1900

'Sister Mary'-Irwin at right
May 5, 1900
Indianapolis Journal - May 6, 1900 - May Irwin in sister Mary.
May Irwin, who is to give one performance of her new
farce, 'Sister Mary,' at English's Opera House Tuesday night
of the current week, has been a star only five or six years, yet
in that time she has managed to accumulate several hundred
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thousand dollars. Her present income is claimed to equal that
of the President of the United States. However that be, it is
known that everywhere she goes she finds a large circle of
theater-goers awaiting her coming. Through the medium of
those bright fares, 'Courted into Court,' 'The Swell Miss
Fitzwell,' 'The Widow Jones and 'Kate Kip, Buyer,' Miss Irwin
has secured a large following in Indianapolis who regard her
annual engagement as an event of the season.
'Sister Mary' is from the pen of Glenn McDonough and is
a farce in three acts. As to its action and idea, it has been fitted
to Miss Irwin admirably. In the character of Alice Penn, exeditress of a country newspaper, she is given ample
opportunity for fun making from the fact that she is the
unhappy author of a book, 'For Better or Worse,' in which she
has expressed some very strong and unconventional opinions
on married life and the best way for husband and a wife to
insure perfect happiness in their daily life and in their
endeavors to live up to the principles she advocates. The piece
is replete with the quality of spontaneous dialogue and incisive
repartee of which Miss Irwin is one of the stage's most
picturesque exponents. He entanglements in which she
becomes involved in her endeavor to conceal her identity as the
author of the book under the nom de plume of 'Sister Mary'
are indecorous in the extreme.
In Miss Irwin's supporting company are found the names
of most competent players.
Reading Times - October 4, 1900 - The Bells of Bridgeport.
Miss Irwin's new songs include 'Ma Mississippi Belle,'
'I've Got Troubles of My Own,' 'Bull Frog Ben,' 'Why Don't
the Band Play a Lively Tune?' and 'I'm Gwine to Marry
Angeline,' sung as accompaniment to a modified cakewalk.
Miss Irwin gives a mock scene of a serenade, in which she
plays a cello and in a mad scene in the last act she has a bit
likely to equal her drunken scene in her last season's play.
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October 28, 1900
May Irwin appears in 'The Bells of Bridgeport' that had a
cast that included that hefty blond personification of good
humor, May Irwin still a leading 'coon' singer. In glen
MacDonough's book Ariel Smith saves her father's secretary,
Malcom Crane (Bert Thayer) from a false charge of theft.
With May Irwin to belt out the black-derived material in her
'customary 'semi-mezzo' voice,' some of the finest young black
talent (Bob Cole, J. W. Johnson and J. Rosamund Johnson)
combined to help write the score. When May wasn't singing or
propelling the plot she talked with audiences about troutfishing and department store methods. Reviewers failed to note
whether she approved of the functioning of the great retail
outlets, but the press did disapprove of a certain
commercialism evident in 'The Belle of Bridgeport' and ' more
and more common' in other shows. They thought this was a
brazen advertising of special products. In her vehicles a brand
of whiskey and a brand of typewriter were ballyhooed.
In December 10, 1900 May returns in a farce with music
entitled 'Madge Smith, Attorney.'
The Times (D.C.) - January 29, 1901 - The National-May
Irwin.
There are a few persons in the theatrical profession who
can justly clam as their absolute own a separate niche into
which no other performer dare venture. He especial example of
his good fortune is May Irwin, who returned to please
Washingtonians last evening and performed her pleasant duty
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at the New National before an audience as anxious to be
amused as the adiposed artiste was to amuse. This time it is as
'Madge Smith, Attorney,' that Miss Irwin indulges her voice
and infectious grin. The farce is a little the most pretentious
thing she has ever undertaken, and this year one seeing Miss
Irwin has more than her songs to remember, although the
various vocal efforts of the star and the several members of the
company are the chief essential to the evening's enjoyment
'Madge Smith, Attorney,' is by Ramsey Morris and is in
three acts. The story concerns a professional woman who has
promised her husband that as soon as she wins a case for a
male client she will forsake the law and devote her time and
efforts to household pursuits. Both Attorney Smith and her
husband have pasts which they wish should remain in the
dark. Madge has had as an admirer a theatrical man who
possesses several letters written to him and which, being
undated, might pass as present day communications. The old
time admirer shows up and offers to return the letters if
Attorney smith will give him and his professional associates a
champagne breakfast. Smith himself has been involved
similarly and has been arrested for assaulting a policeman. In
search of evidence, the minions of the law come to the Smith
home and engage Attorney Madge to help prosecute her own
husband, who has, of course, given a fictitious name. The
scene in the last at shifts to the police court, where Madge
demonstrates her ability to win a case, smoothes matters over,
and retires from practice permanently. The story is quite
clearly told and there are enough counter plots to prevent
monotony and a sufficiency of interpolated Irwinisms to make
the dialogue characteristic of the star. The three acts are quite
well staged and the piece has a snap which is pleasing.
But in the Irwin farces there is little room for anything
else than Miss Irwin. The star has a lot to do in 'Madge Smith,
Attorney,' and is laughable always. Really this farce gives her
comedy talents greater range and equal chance for vocal effort
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than she has had for some years. songs of the nature of which
have made her famous are given most prominence, but in
'When I am by Her Side,' in the second act, the voice of the
star is notable for its expression and sweetness, and this is not a
'coon' melody. All her vocal efforts were repeatedly encored
last evening and the cakewalk, which makes up the greater
portion of the second act, was repeated ad finitum and almost
ad nauseum in response to the poplar demand.
There are many clever people in the supporting company
and several of the faces are those expected in an Irwin
company. George Beane is good and natural as Smith, and
Ignacio Martinetti is eccentric and laughable in the character
of Count Cotton. A characteristic study is that of Joseph
Sparks, and one keeps regretting that he has not more to do.
Beret Thayer, an old favorite of stock company days, has one
of the best bits in the piece and makes it stand out prominently,
so well does he take advantage of his several opportunities.
Roland Carter doubles pars with energy and ability, and
Carrie Radcliffe, the single feminine member of the company
called upon to do any acting.
Saint Paul Globe - May 3, 1901
A plump and pleasing embodiment of that modern fad,
ragtime, is Miss May Irwin, who made the first bow before a
St. Paul audience last night at the Metropolitan. It is not
difficult to realize how this clever entertainer crept into the
affections of even blaze New Yorkers. The minute Miss Irwin
appears on the stage she causes a smile to eradicate over the
audience. When she slowly rubs a plump, white hand over her
plump, white chin and allows in on eye just the merest
suggestion of a wink, that smile becomes a grin. But it is,
however, when she begins to talk in her inimitable and very
individual style that the grin rises to the dignity of a laugh, and
a good, hearty laugh, too. The audience happiest, perhaps,
when the entertainer-for really May Irwin is not a prima
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donna and she is not a soubrette, and she is not a comedienne,
nor is she in any other special class-sings coon songs to ragtime
accompaniment, when she cakewalks. for Miss Irwin sings
coon songs the way one always fancied they should be sung,
with the abandon, even with the underlying pathos then from
the vulgarity their words suggest. When she cakewalks, one
sees a corner of a plantation with dusky faces and woolly head
shadowed here and there; hears the tump-ta, tump-ta-ta of the
banjo; sees the fat, old mammy with turbaned heading
showing the 'young 'uns' how 'Angelina Johnsing once came
swingin' down the line.'
As for the play that accompanies Miss Irwin, it is a light
and pleasing vehicle for carrying and displaying her special
talents. If there is nothing strikingly clever about the farce it is
at least amusing and clean, and a fairly capable company
assists Miss Irwin in its production. Joseph M. Sparks is clever
as Ajax O'Shaughnessey and his song in the first act was good.
William B. Smith, as John Smith the attorney's husband, is
constantly called upon to repress himself, which he does very
neatly. William Burress was excellent as Count Cotton, who
came back, a number of well gowned young women are
introduced into the play as members of the Folly theater and
friends of the attorney. They haven't very much to do, but they
look exceedingly well and add to the attractiveness of the farce.
The minuet cakewalk or the cakewalk minuet- it is difficult to
decide which it is - that was danced in the second act, was
decidedly pretty. Miss Irwin agave a laughable imitation of the
old southern mammy's manner of dancing.
The audience - which was a large and fashionable onewas very cordial to Miss Irwin last evening, and she was
compelled to come out a number of times to bow her thanks
before the curtain.
'Madge Smith, Attorney,' will be repeated the rest of the
week with Saturday matinee.
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Indianapolis Journal - May 6, 1901
The foolery of May Irwin's latest farce, 'Madge Smith,
Attorney,' which is to be given at English's Tuesday night of
next week (May Irwin is essentially American) but it is as
bright and witty in its way as anything ever brought over the
ocean. Some of Miss Irwin's up to date infectious songs are;
'Why Don't the band Play?' I've Got Troubles of My Own,' 'I
Ain't Gwine to Work No More,' Out, Out, Mademoiselle, Out,
Out,' 'My Little Jungle Queen,' Bull Frog Ben,' 'Give me Back
My Liza,' I'm Gwine to Marry Angeline,' and ' The Turkey
and the Turk.'
Indianapolis Journal - May 8, 1901
Augustin Daly is credited with having once said that May
Irwin was destined to become the greatest comedienne in the
world. Whether that prophecy has been realized or not, it is
certain that few women have amassed larger fortunes through
their efforts to entertain the public than has Miss Irwin. Her
appearance at English' Tuesday night of next week will reveal
the brilliant comedienne in an entirely new farce, 'Madge
Smith, Attorney.'
Of course, the clientele of Miss Irwin need not be told that
she will have a budget of new and catchy songs.
Indianapolis Journal - May 15, 1901 - May Irwin in 'Madge
Smith, Attorney,' at English's.
May Irwin and a fine company presented Ramsay
Morris's new farce, 'Madge Smith, Attorney,' at English's
Opera House, last night, to an audience that was the largest
and most brilliant ever faced by the clever comedienne in the
five or six seasons she has been coming to this city as a star.
The farce provided for Miss Irwin's use the present season is
plentifully supplied with those bright quips and bits of
unctuous humor which she knows so well how to deliver with
the best possible effect. There was room for more than a
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suspicion that now and then the vivacious comedienne
introduced something original. At any rate, she kept her
audience laughing immoderately all the time she was on the
stage, which was through the greater portion of the play. At
times her humor was so infectious that the laughter came in
shrieks. The fare is better as to dialogue and repartee than it is
as to plot. In fact, the story is secondary to the idea of affording
the star ample opportunities for entertainment of her own
peculiar style. Madge Smith, the woman attorney of the piece,
has in her past life had a passing love affair with a French
Count who unluckily turns up after she has married and
settled down. Her husband, John Smith, likewise has had an
'affair' which rises up to disturb his wedded happiness. The
funny complications grow out of the efforts of Mr. and Mrs.
Smith to conceal their pasts from each other. A bevy of
beautiful girls from the Folly theater, a Celtic policeman's
brother, a commercial traveler and an actor are introduced
and cleverly utilized in the fun making. The whole ends in a
ludicrous police court scene in New York. Some regret was felt
by Miss Irwin's admirers that she should have thought it
advisable to lapse from the absolute wholesomeness of her
previous offerings into the slight but none the less unpleasant
suggestiveness of this new farce. A woman of Miss Irwin's
consummate ability, surrounds, as she is, by a capable
company, can easily afford to hold herself aloof from such
things. 'Madge smith, Attorney,' is not as well provided with
songs as was 'Sister Mary,' but those that Miss Irwin sings are
of the true Irwin types, fresh, novel and invested with catchy
melody. She sang in the first act 'I've got Troubles of my Own,'
and had to forthwith give 'I Ain't Gwine to work No Mo' as an
encore, repeating the chorus of the latter song in response to
another demand for an encore. The biggest hit of the piece was
the lively breakfast party scene, upon, which the curtain rose
in the second act. The guests were, according to the
requirement of a wager, attired in evening dress, and the entire
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party sang a melody of great beauty, entitled; 'That's All That
I can say.' Then came the fashionable cakewalk that Miss
Irwin always manages to introduce into her productions. This
time it was different from its predecessors and made quite as
big a hit as any of them. The cakewalk was an accompaniment
to the infectious chorus of the coon song. 'Bring Back My
Liza,' and the entire company assisted the star.
In the article below baseball player Artie Latham was in a
play 'Fashions.' In the cast was Flo and May Irwin. his was in
1888.
Butte Inter Mountain - October 29, 1902
Although it is not generally this is not Arlie Latham's first
venture on the boards. Years ago he appeared in a piece called
'Fashions,' in the cast were May and Flo Irwin. It proved a
failure and 'Arlie' went back to baseball. It is to be hoped that
better success will attend his second venture in the theatrical
business.
May Irwin is premiered in George V. Hobart's comedy
'Mrs. Blake is Back' at the Bijou. The show resembles Pinero's
'Te Magistrate,' in which a widow lies about her age, forcing
her to pretend her gown son is a toddler. Like all of Miss
Irwin's vehicles the piece was really a straight play, but Miss
Irwin found room for several songs.
1903
Winnipeg Tribune - February 21, 1903
Jolly May Irwin-This fine actress has well earned this title
in the profession from her kindly genial disposition, and,
perhaps as much owing to the comedy parts she enacts so
admirably on the stage.
'How did I make the jump from vaudeville to Daly's?'
reiterated Miss Irwin to a question put to her recently.
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Well, it happened this way. I had been with Tony Pastor
several years, and had been playing in New York one winter,
then was booked for an engagement in Chicago, and Mr. Daly
happened to be there.
'One night he came to our theater just before I came on
for my sketch. I learned afterwards that he came to see me,
and he sat through my performance, which took up about
twenty minutes.
'I recognized him in a box, and I tried to do my best, but,
of course, I got nervous, and I went home to my hotel that
night and tried to forget all about it.
'The next day I got up at six o'clock to go fishing at the
break-water, and stayed out in the broiling sun until noon, and
my face was one large blister. I was a sight, and I had just got
my face well greased when Richard Dorney;, Mr. Daly's
manager called. I was so excited that I could hardly get into my
clothes.
'Mr. Dorney said he had been sent by Mr. Daly to find
out if I would join his company. I nearly dropped; so great was
my surprise, for Mr. Daly's company was regarded as the
leading dramatic organization in America those days, and to
become a member of it had been the height of my ambition.
'Mr. Dorney requested me to meet Mr. Daly next day at
the Tremont House, when the business arrangements for a long
engagement could be concluded. I learned the best part of all I
know at Daly's and I was with him for four years, and left in
1887 because I could get twice as much money. 'The first part I
played at Daly's was not more suited to me than is the part of
'Lady Macbeth.' It was the role of a cranky soar, dyspeptic old
maid. I think the reason it was given to me was because no one
else would take it.'
'The play was 'Boys and Girls,' and the memory of the
strict stage discipline practiced by Daly almost frightens me
now. It was hard for me, coming from Tony Pastor's where
there was no discipline at all, and where I played all sorts and
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conditions of women, from girls in short skirts to decrepit old
women.
'Now all this was changed, for I was to appear in straight
legitimate paris, to be properly developed into a comedienne.'
Miss Irwin is now a rich woman, and can well afford to
give her experiences to the world, for she is a dramatic 'star,'
unequalled in a certain line of character comedy parts, and
bears an unblemished reputation for probity and honorable
dealings.
1904
Harrisburg Daily Independent - September 19, 1904 - May;
Irwin back on stage. Jolly comedienne will appear at the
Lyceum October 6.
'Mrs. Black is Back,' the new three act comedy by George
V. Hobart, in which May Irwin is to appear after her two
years' absence from the stage, will be seen at the Lyceum on
Thursday, October 6. The piece is now being rehearsed at the
Bijou Theatre, New York, under the direction of Edward E.
Rose.
Miss Irwin, who is her own manager, has gathered in her
support the following clover people ....
Among the musical numbers which will be rendered in
'Mrs. Black is Back' by Miss Irwin and her company are 'Dat
Ain't Nothin' but Talk,' 'I'm Worried to Death About That,'
'Dinner Bells,' 'In the Shadow of the Pyramids,' 'Bygone Days
are Best,' 'Albany,' Bible Stores' and 'Sallie.'
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October 6, 1904
Harrisburg Daily Independent - October 6, 1904
'Mrs. Black is Back.' So is May Irwin and the many
American playgoers who saw the jolly comedienne in 'The
Widow Jones' and her other successes are awaiting with happy
anticipations her appearance at the Lyceum Theatre this
evening. George V. Hobart, author of the numerous 'John
Henry' stories, wrote 'Mrs. Black is Back' to suit Miss Irwin,
and the piece fits the clever actress down to the ground. It is a
comedy with three acts of laughter and during the action of the
play Miss Irwin will sing several coon songs n the rendition of
which she has always been inimitable. "Mrs. Black is Back' is
built upon a lie, a little white lie that grows into a big black lie
as the play progresses and affords an object lesson to wives
who begin married life by deceiving their husbands. The scene
of the piece is laid at a summer bungalow on the Hudson River
and the title part played by Miss Irwin is that of a widow who
has just married for the second time a kind-hearted, innocent
professor of geology in a New York University.
Scranton Republican - October 8, 1904
Charles Lane, who plays the physical culture instructor
in support of Miss May Irwin in her new comedy, 'Mrs. Black
is Back,' is known at the Lambs' Club in New York as the
'King of Slang' on account of the knack he possesses of twisting
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the English language. May Irwin will be at the Lyceum this
afternoon and tonight.
Allentown Leader - October 10, 1904 - May Irwin's songs. She
will sing two composed by herself.
Miss May Irwin will do a thing which has rarely been
done by a woman before when she appears at the Lyric
Theatre Friday evening, in her new play 'Mrs. Black is Back,'
written especially for her by George V. Hobart, author of the
famous 'John Henry' stories. During the course of the play she
will sing two songs, the words and music of which were written
and composed by herself.
The names of the songs are, 'I'm Worried to Death About
That' and ''Tain't no Sense in Lovin' that Way.' These songs
are all typical coon songs and are the result of a long study of
the musical and comedy side of the jolly darkies by this
popular comedienne. They are the result also of the two years'
rest which Miss Irwin has taken from the work of the stage.
She has returned to her pleasant duties thoroughly invigorated
and younger than ever.
New York Times - November 8, 1904 - Bijou - Mrs. Black is
Back.'
It ought to be one of the easiest things in the world to
write a play for May Irwin! Perhaps that's the trouble. Maybe
if the playwright entrusted with the task were not so certain of
her ability to carry almost any old thing to some sort of
success, her labors would be lightened instead of increased by
the material provided for her exploiting.
In 'Mrs. Black is Back,' produced at the Bijou Theatre
last night, a good farce idea has gone to waste. Mrs. Black is-or
was-a widow who has married a second time, and who, for no
particularly good reason, has told her new husband that she is
only twenty-six, whereas her real age is thirty-three. This little
fib-if one may apply the term to any sort of feminine duplicity
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on the age question-involves her in considerable difficulty,
especially as she has a grown-up-son, whom she is now obliged
to pass off as a small boy. Mrs. husband is a stickler for truth,
but as hat lady sagely observes, 'the accommodation liar soon
learns to run like an express,' and falsehood follows falsehood,
with complication after complication suggested but
unfortunately never quite developed to the point of extreme
laughter.
Not that there was not plenty of mirth at the Bijou last
night. There was. To say that May Irwin was once again to the
fore is to admit that she is funny, in a great, buoyant, friendly
way, that cannot be resisted. When she comes on to the stage
she seems as one at home with old friends. In fact, here is a fine
talent developed along simple, naturalistic lines, that, once it
has crossed the footlights, seems not acting but reality.
There isn't anybody just like May Irwin on the American
stage. That she has returned to it is worth being glad over. She
is one of those artists who only has to say, 'How do you do?' to
make people shriek with laughter. But that is no reason why,
with lines more pointed and situations rather than random
talk, she could not be a great deal funnier.
George W. Hobart has not provided Miss Irwin with a
play that is worthy of her. And he has not made the mostindeed, he has made the least-of a fairly good farcical idea.
Miss Irwin has two coon songs which she renders
inimitably one in the first act, 'Bible Stories,' being especially
clever. Her description of an automobile ride is warranted to
bring tears to the cheek of the most confirmed pessimist.
Courier-Journal - November 13, 1904
When May Irwin's voice fell upon the ears of New York,
before her exuberant self had come into view in 'Mrs. Black is
Back,' a great volume of applause burst forth, and for a time
that seemed like three minutes, after she had appeared, the
handclapping continued. Probably it didn't last as long as that,
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but it is a sure thing that few actresses have been greeted so
heartily as this favorite after two years or so of retirement.
'Mrs. Black is Back' hadn't been going very well and when the
jolly star arrived her friends sat on the edges of their chairs.
Their attitudes seemed to say, 'Now for it!' The farce didn't
improve, but May Irwin was on hand, so it didn't matter.
There is a general disposition to give actors credit due to
authors, to forget that the best players in the world are helpless
without something to play, Miss Irwin certainly came near
having nothing. And it is her own fault. Instead of spending
money to get George Ade or Clyde Fitch or some other such
dramatist to write for her, she again produces, as she did many
season before her retirement, a very poor, thin farce with only
a few jokes to excuse it. She engages wretchedly poor
companies and lets the best songs of the day get by her.
Those are the unpleasant facts. The great agreeable one is
that May Irwin is with us again. she came into view singing a
'coon' song, and she sang and bubbled for more than two
hours. If she said 'It's pleasant weather' the whole house
roared with laughter, and if she glanced at the orchestra leader
and audience they burst forth in applause of anticipation. She
cried as comically as she used to in 'The Widow Jones,' her
face screwed up in a bunch, inaudible mutterings coming
between greasy sobs. She pretended to become intoxicated on a
bit of a drink and tied up her words around her thick tongue.
Then she turned that into further fun by laughing at her own
assumption of inebriety. She got into trouble with a pugilist, a
jealous neighbor, a wayward son, an angry Mexican, and Irish
valet and a fretful husband, and she described an automobile
smash-up, and through all this she was the embodiment of
whole-souled, healthy American fun.
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1905
Wilkes-Barre Record - January 13, 1905
May Irwin, who is coming to the Nesbitt Theatre, has a
new bunch of 'coon' ditties' set to ragtime. Her repertory this
season includes these new ones, the names indicating their
character, 'Tennessee,' ''Taint no Sense in Loving that Way,' 'I
Love to two-step,' 'Can't You Guess?' 'The Spanish Coon,' and
'I'm Worried to Death About That.'
Washington Post - March 19, 1905 - May Irwin
There is much in common between May Irwin of the
stage and May Irwin of every-day existence. It is May Irwin
that the public loves, not her plays, no matter how good the
latter maybe. And the public has fixed its fancy upon this
actress because she appears perfectly natural in her roles.
Whether she consents to becomes Mrs. Jones or, in the present
instance, Mrs. Black, she imparts to the role a certain up-todate wholesomeness which appeals. When her part demands
that she give vent to a flow of wit she does so with a spontaneity
which would convince the most blasé theatergoer that the
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sayings were invented on the spur of the moment. Miss Irwin
so imparts her individuality that one finds it difficult to believe
that this is acting. And yet it is, for to be constantly bubbling
over with clever sayings and actions is a gift not vouchsafed to
many, even the most gifted. Nature demands that one must
frequently lapse into what we are pleased to call moods, which
are nothing more than a letting down of the strain. On the
stage, no matter what one's feelings are, the tempo of the part
must be properly maintained. If this is not acting, what is it?
This Irwinism, this modern impressionism, is a wonderful
influence. Miss Irwin defies the most rigid rules supposed to be
observed in order to secure continued success. In the first place
she is, to put it delicately, of generous proportions, and
continually refers to her size, an unheard-of comment in
general. The public demands sylphlike forms, but here is Irwin
fencing with the public. Then again, she candidly
acknowledges the ownership of two sons, both of them past
twenty-one. Once more is precedent given a shower bath.
There is only one May Irwin. The writer has remarked
this before. Bring forth the woman who, like Irwin,
unblushingly confesses that she is fat, that she is past twentyone, and has sons, and with all these presumable obstacles
continues to fascinate the public, and one her opening night in
Washington, the second day after inauguration, convulses with
laughter the President of the United States and his family.
'You will find me in my wrapper,' said the 'only one' over
the telephone in response to an inquiry of permission to call
from the interviewer.
Think of it! To see Miss Irwin in a wrapper was a
privilege not often afforded writers for the press. The
interviewer recalled the first time Miss Irwin gave a reluctant
consent to be interviewed. She hates talking for the public and
will do everything possible to prevent such an arrangement.
Ten minutes was the limit of her first chat, but she kindly
extended to proportions as ample as herself when she
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discovered that she could trust the writer. She is much like
Viola Allen in this respect; she must be shown before she talks
for publication.
When the interviewer called at the Willard, Miss Irwin
was enjoying the comfort of a cream-colored lounging
garment, a cross between a wrapper and a kimono. There was
just enough pink silk trimming to show off her complexion,
which was perfectly healthy, and one cold observe had not
required a prescription. Her blue eyes were as clear and bright
as those of a sixteen-year-old.
'Pardon me,' remarked the interviewer upon beholding
this vision of health and freedom from wrinkles. 'You said you
have two sons, did you not?'
Miss Irwin's eyes twinkled.
'You bet I have,' she answered with pride. 'Say, you
ought to see my boys!'
'I suppose,' ventured the writer, 'they are getting to be
quite big little fellows by this time.'
'Now, see here,' said the actress, leaning forward and
with a set look about that strong, determined-looking chin of
hers, 'you needn't feel that you must put your gloves on when
you talk about the boys. They are big fellows, and not big-little
fellows. If you could only see them! Say, do you know how old
the oldest one is?'
I haven't the faintest idea,' discreetly murmured the
writer, who sat back and awaited developments. 'of course, you
wouldn't care to tell me how old they are, and, really, I
wouldn't ask it of you. I know how such things are on the
stage.'
'Look here's said Miss Irwin. 'Don't you think for one
minute that I am that sort. My oldest boy, Walter, is twentyfive, and the other one is twenty-three. The two of them took
the third degree in Masonry recently. Think of it!' Miss Irwin
tried to look serious, but it didn't last, and she laughed the
famous Irwin laugh.
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'Permit me to congratulate you,' said the interviewer.
'They are the best follows that ever stepped in shoes,'
continued the actress, waxing enthusiastic. 'Look at this and
this,' showing photographs. 'Aren't they his chaps! I couldn't
chop off seven years if I tried; now could I? I get letters every;
day of my life from the boys while I am away.
'It nearly broke their hearts when they learned that I
intended going back on the stage. They thought they had me
settled for the rest of life. You know they live with me. I wish
you could have been there when I broke the news gently that I
was going to leave them for some time I had been receiving
letter and telegrams from prominent managers and
playwrights, and the boys would laugh and say, 'What, another
offer?' They little dreamed that I had my plans all laid. Think
of it! Wasn't I deceiving them! Imagine my saying: 'Now, boys,
don't you think this would be a good idea, and what's your
opinion about my going out this season, and would you do this
and that?
'Have they never had a desire to follow your profession?'
asked the writer.
'Never, They have never expressed the slightest wish.
They see how hard I work, and that doesn't please them. For
my part, I am delighted that they are business men instead of
actors, because, to tell the truth, acting for men admits of a
great deal of iciness, and you know what idleness will do.
There's such a jolly crowd on that broad road, you know.
There are exceptions among actors, those who study
constantly. I mean; but you can easily select them from the
rest. Mansfield, Sothern, and a few others are the best
examples of the student class in this profession; but how many
Mansfields and Sotherns are there?'
While chatting about Miss Irwin's personality, the actress
remarked:
'There is one thing that makes me very angry, and that is
to have the public say that I write the funny lines in my plays.
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It isn't so, and it isn't fair to the author of the piece. Naturally,
if I think of something that will make the people laugh, I
suggest it to the playwright, but these insertions are only here
and there.
'It is my sense of humor which makes my lines seem
original. If there is one thing on earth for which I am thankful,
next to my boys, it is my sense of humor. Do you know it is this
that saves women from going crazy? Women's lives are tragic
from the time they are born, and if they are able to look on the
brighter side occasionally, it is their salvation. I pity the
woman who can't laugh often. I feel for her. She is almost
hopeless. Many and many a time have I been able to break a
spell of worry just by my appreciation of something funny in
the situation.'
'What made you determine to return to the stage, Miss
Irwin?'
'I never said I would not, did I? I never had the slightest
intention of retiring. I wanted a good rest and a good play, and
I have both now. I have heard it said that I have been off the
stage four years. How time does fly for some people. As a
matter of fact, I was only away for two seasons. My present
piece has been in my possession for five years. I did not like it
at all at first, and after paying for it, told the author that I
would not use it; that it was impossible. Six weeks before I
started out this season I sent for the playwright and asked him
to rewrite 'Mrs. Black,' for I intended taking her out on the
road, if possible. He went to work with interest, and in a short
while had the play as you see it now. Really, I consider it the
best one I have ever had. It not only gives me a chance to work
hard, but it enables me to have a good story to work on.'
'What about the coon song, Miss Irwin? I notice that you
are still singing them.'
'Then you do not agree with those who insist that the
coon song has had its day?'
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'Don't you believe it. I am singing fewer of these songs
than formerly, but in my opinion the coon song will never pass
out while there is an American. It's the national music, I don't
care what anybody says. They can play all their medleys of
comic operas, and so on, but it is the cakewalk that is always a
genuine hit.'
'Did you notice that cartoon of me in the theater lobby?
isn't it great?'
'Do you mean the one with the big mouth and your
tongue out, counting money?'
'That's the one. I love it! So many people wonder why,
It's because of this very sense of humor we were speaking of
just a moment ago. The day after my opening in New York this
drawing from the pen of the dramatic critic, Mr. Summerville,
of the New York Times, appeared, and it was so funny I
laughed until the tears rolled down my cheeks. I have carried it
with me every since.'
'Miss Irwin, do you continue to use your spare moments
back of the stage in fancy work?'
'Indeed, I do,' answered the star; 'but I have precious
little time this year. Come back during a performance and you
will see the entire company engaged n fancy work. Of course, I
speak of the girls. We don't carry that sort of men with us. At
present the girls are knitting little baby shoes for the Postgraduate Hospital in New York. You remember what I said
about idleness? I don't believe in it, and the girls of my
company agree with me.
'You see I am a serious woman, even if the public will
persist in believing me so funny.'
Then, with a hearty shake of her tiny white hand, the
serious and independent Miss Irwin proceeded to turn her
attention to thoughts of making the public laugh, for it was
almost matinee time.
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Daily News-Democrat - April 22, 1905 - May Irwin's wit.
From the advance sheets of a new book which May Irwin
is writing these epigrams are taken:
'A Champaign appetite and beer income is all right if you
have a big enough beer trade'.
'When a man marries a woman he takes her for better or
worse. Mine took me for worse, and I made good'.
An accommodation liar soon travels like a lightning
express'.
'While running an automobile always keep your eyes on
the road and the rest of your face in the wagon'.
'I know enough about an automobile not to buy one'.
'When you have nothing to say, say it and retire'.
'I, too, have loved, and can say with pride,
'The love I felt I youth has not yet died;
'Have gone through life and now, a strange survival,
'Still love myself, and never had a rival'.
Oakland Tribune - September 2, 1905 - Story on May Irwin.
May Irwin seems to be a great favorite as ever in San
Francisco, and they say that added years cause her to lose none
of her business acuteness. She is one of the wealthiest actresses
and a very even-tempered woman, who can enjoy a joke at her
own expense. She tells me how she was standing n the wings
one night with her famous red dress, which had done her good
service on three successive annual tours.
'Don't I look like a bull-blown rose?' she remarked to the
candid friend with whom she was chatting.
'Either that or a tomato,' replied the friend.
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May Irwin
Los Angeles Herald - September 19, 1905 - May Irwin, fat,
jolly as of old. sure cure for blues at the Mason. An apostle of
optimism, 'Mrs. Black is Back' has little plot, but the lack is
not felt when good-natured May is on the stage.
That apostle of optimism, May Irwin, fair, fat and (yes,
probably 40), inaugurated an all too brief silly season at the
Mason last night, with 'Mrs. Black is Back.'
Ever since the effulgent as a full moon she and the 'Boss
Bully' song bewitched all who beheld her, May Irwin has been
the personification of jollity and humor on the stage. As
lusciously luxuriant in built as a ripe tomato she literally 'fills
the eye' and almost the stage when she is in view, which is a
'large' part of the time.
But, being the one actress of all time anti-Bernhardtish
enough to make capital of her superabundance of too, too-solid
flesh, and irradiating so liberal warmth of funny her very
presence, there is never too much of May Irwin, physically or
otherwise, in the plays she uses as a frame for her own
hilarious avoirdupois. One asks nothing better in the way of
amusement than to behold the ponderous, pachydermic May,
roll about behind the footlights and laugh at her own rollypoly-is-ness.
Any woman who can make light, mirth and capital of
what most all her sex would wail over as a misfortune and be
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clever enough to extract coin from us for the sight of herself in
a role of self-amusement ought to be congratulated. No one
who recalls this delightful woman when she was the famous
widow, who sent the 'Bully' song on its wonderful ragtime
career, needs more than the assurance that it is the same old
May-perhaps a little more of her, certainly, no less.
And as that element includes all this generation of
theater-goers save those who have grown up since the ebullient
May last visited these parts the only regret is that her series of
jovial sermons will be preached so few times.
For they are sermons, these presentations of herssermons maybe in screeches and shrieks as well as in jeremiads
and stones. Any why not sermons of happiness and mirth and
good frolicsomeness, as well as of dolor and hell fire?
Good old fat May Irwin.
What about her play? Why worry over that? What,
really, difference doth it make? This is a case where the play
isn't the thing. May Irwin in Shakespeare would be funnier
than is the average 'comedian' in a shouting farce-why, at a
funeral she'd make the preacher out a humorist and the corpse
would giggle! But if you must dissect a laugh, here goes:
'Mrs. Black' is a woman who in a rash moment took
seven years off her age at her second marriage, quite forgetting
that her 17-year-old son was thereby left only 10 years old. Her
new husband hates a liar above all reptiles, and the son
momentarily is due to arrive and receive several tons of baby
toys. The rest may be imagined.
There really isn't plot enough to worry anyone, nor to
prevent May from opening the cave of the winds in her face
and emitting a series of coon songs in that particular style
which permits of no imitation. These are all new, funny and
exceedingly unctuous.
Helping out Miss Irwin is an excellent company, every
member of which fits his or her part to perfection. Jane Burley
as Emily, her sister, is a good foil-not too thin. Lottie Stanley,
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pretty and girlish, is clever indeed as Priscilla, and her sisterin-law. Roland Carter is the impossible professor; Johnston
Burr is great as Jack, the son; Mary Donohue is a wonder as
the coon, and-but what's the use?
Fort Wayne Sentinel - April 13, 1907 - May Irwin
May Irwin, and her company in a double bill will be the
attraction at the Majestic on Monday evening. The chief
portion of the entertainment of fun and song to be provided by
Miss Irwin consists of a comedy in three acts, entitled 'Mrs.
Wilson Andrews,' written for her by George V. Hobart, who, it
will be remembered, was also responsible for Miss Irwin's last
season's vehicle. This is to be followed by George Ade's oneact, fare, 'Mrs. Peckham's Carouse,' which is said to have
scored a second to 'Mrs. Wilson Andrews,' as a creator of
genuine merriment.
The story of 'Mrs. Wilson Andrews' relates to a society
woman whose husband has disappeared several years before
the time of the play and whom she has mourned as dead. The
supposed widow is about to marry husband two in the person
of Colonel Andrews, and on the day the ceremony is to take
place, a friend of Morgantroyd Wilson appears upon the scene
and through some misunderstanding he conveys the
impression that husband number one is still in the land of the
living, but not before the marriage ceremony has been
performed.
Thinking herself a bigamist, she decides to run away
without telling Colonel Andrews, but puts the confession upon
a phonograph record with the idea that after her departure he
will learn the dread truth from the talking machine. It
eventually turns out, however, that Mr. Wilson was in reality
dead and everything would be all right except for the fact that
the record in the phonograph proceeds to bring out the
confession at a very inopportune moment. Of course,
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everything ends happily and the audience has enjoyed a
succession of excruciatingly funny episodes.
Mrs. Peckham's Carouse' concerns one Mrs. Peckham a
temperance reformer, whose husband is fond of is 'nip' on the
sly. He receives at his office a bottle of whisky by express, and
after several interruptions by his wife, proceeds to sample it in
company with a rounder named Barrett. Mrs. Peckham breaks
up the festivity. Peckham takes refuge in a closet, leaving
Barrett to explain away the liquor. In a violent fit of excitement
Mrs. Peckham faints and Barrett administers two glasses of
whisky for the purpose of reviving her, with the result, that
Mrs. Peckham becomes mildly intoxicated. There are
expostulations, final explanations and peace.
It can readily be inferred that in both of these offerings
Miss Irwin is given ample opportunity for the display of those
excessively humorous talents which have brought her fame and
fortune, and in which class of work there is no denying that she
stands pre-eminently alone, for no matter what sort of a
vehicle is furnished this comedienne, it is after all her own
exuberant personality which completely captivates young and
old alike.
As is her custom, Miss Irwin will sing a budget of new
songs. Among her latest creations in this respect may be
mentioned 'Save a Little Money for a Rainy Day,' 'Moonshine,'
'No Wedding Bells for Me,' 'Mat-ri-mony,' 'Come to the Land
of Bohemia,' and 'Moses Andrew Jackson, Good-bye,' all of
them especially suited to Miss Irwin's own inimitable style.

San Francisco Call - September 13, 1908
May Irwin was another to whom Tony Pastor gave a
metropolitan opportunity. She and her sister Flo were playing
in a sketch, 'On board the Mary Jane' at a Detroit variety
theater, and he saw them and engaged them for his theater.
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May Irwin was with him for seven years, and then went to
Daly's.
Evening Kansan-Republican - February 26, 1909
May Irwin has been engaged by Mr. Percy Williams to
appear in his vaudeville theatres in George Ade's one-act
comedy, 'Mrs. Peckham's Carouse'. which she produced
earlier in the season under Charles Frohman's management.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - March 12, 1909
May Irwin, who is to appear at the Orpheum Theater
next week in 'Mrs. Peckham's Carouse,' intends to convert her
summer home into a hotel, to be called May Irwin's Inn. Miss
Irwin said today: 'I shall manage the hostelry myself, with, of
course, efficient assistants. With some necessary alterations in
the building plan. I shall be able to entertain several hundred
guests.'
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - Marcy 14, 1909 - Vaudeville
A lively comedy is 'Mrs. Peckham's Carouse,' in which
Miss May Irwin and a competent cast will head the bill at the
Orpheum this week. This is the playlet in which Miss Irwin
scored at the Garrick Manhattan, at her recent appearances
under the management of Charles Frohman. It depicts the
tribulations of a temperance advocate who, through the
unhappy accident of a fainting spell, is forced to imbibe of the
cup which cheers and likewise inebriates. Miss Irwin's charm
of comedy method has never been demonstrated to better
advantage than in this droll role.
1910
Kansas City Times - March 8 1910 - For 'My wife, Bridget,"
$1,000. May Irwin has bought a new Irving Berlin song for
'Mrs. Jim.'
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May Irwin has just paid $1,000 for a song which she
thinks so well of, she doesn't want it sung by anyone but
herself. It's called 'My Wife, Bridget,' and it's going to be a
part of the entertainment known as 'Mrs. Jim,' scheduled for
production by Liebler & Co. in a couple of weeks.
As everyone knows, Miss Irwin just dotes on singing, and
one of the stipulations she made when she signed a contract
with George C. Tyler to appearing 'Mrs. Jim' was that there
should be two or three songs in it. Then Miss Irwin, fresh from
the everglades of Florida, heard a young man named Irving
Berlin sing and play a new composition, 'My Wife, Bridget.'
Mr. Berlin is not entirely new to song writing, having eased
himself of such things as 'My Wife's Gone to the Country' and
'Beautiful Eyes.'

April 19, 1910
Scranton Republican - October 30, 1910 - May Irwin's in
'Getting a Polish.'
May Irwin's new vehicle, 'Getting a Polish,' to be
presented with the popular fun-maker in the star part at the
Lyceum Theater next Friday evening, Nov. 4, is from the pens
of no less a brace of writers than Booth Tarkington and Harry
Leon Wilson-Tarkington the author of 'Monsieur Beaucaire'
and 'The Gentleman From Indiana.' Wilson the writer of 'The
Boss of Little Arcady,' and the two together the authors of 'The
Man from Home.'
As Tarkington and Wilson do not themselves write songs,
they permitted the introduction into their play of songs written
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by others. These will be three in number. One of these, 'That
Grand Opera Rag,' written and composed by Irving Berlin,
has already won for itself a permanent place in the program of
restaurant orchestras.
Scranton Republican - November 1, 1910
A theatrical occasion that is always an event is a visit
from that funniest of stage women, May Irwin. When May
Irwin appears in a good play, the event is accordingly
magnified. This year May Irwin has a play that has been
written for her by two of the most distinguished men engaged
in play manufacture. They are no less than Booth Tarkington,
author of that superb little masterpiece, 'Monsieur Beaucaire,'
and Harry Leon Wilson, author of 'The Boss of Little Arcady.'
These eminent novelists have written for the delightful May
Irwin a farcical play in which the heroine, a poor Western
boarding house keeper, suddenly acquires great wealth and
decides to break into fashionable society. It should be
irresistibly funny. It is called 'Getting a Polish,' and in it May
Irwin will fill her first local engagement in some time at the
Lyceum Theater next Friday evening, November 4.

November 4, 1910
Brooklyn Life - November 12, 1910
While 'Getting a Polish,' the new farcical comedy by
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson, which opened at
Wallack's on Monday evening, is obviously just a setting for
jolly May Irwin's exuberant personality, the play is full of
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American humor and has some amusing, if not particularly
novel situations. The crudeness of the nouveau riche who
attempt to enter continental society, forms the basis of the slim
little plot and Miss Irwin's rapid transition from a boarding
house keeper in Yellow Dog, Montana, to a millionairess with
apartments in the Hotel Sitz, Paris, are quite diverting. During
the action of the play Miss Irwin sang a number of songs,
among them that hoary old favorite, 'Teaching McFadden to
Waltz.'
Anaconda Standard - November 20, 1910
The buxom and jovial May Irwin has scored a
tremendous hit at Wallack's Theater in 'Getting a Polish,' a
farce written for her by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson. Miss Irwin's fetching smile and coon songs keep the
audience convulsed with laughter throughout a prologue and
three acts-in fact, there is a continuous ripple of merriment
while she is on the stage. The piece bristles with clever lines
and amusing scenes and incidents. Although Miss Irwin is
supported by such good actors as George Fawcett, she comes
pretty near being the whole show.
Eugene Guard - November 28, 1910
May Irwin is as amusing as ever in 'Getting a Polish' at
the Republic Theatre. Tarkington and Wilson wrote this
farcial comedy. The lady herself has done the best. The way
May Irwin sings 'coon' songs is sufficient for an evening's
entertainment at any time, even if there were no plot to the
play.
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January 1, 1911

November 9, 1911
Harrisburg Telegraph - November 11, 1911
Miss May Irwin, a little stouter perhaps, a great deal
jollier surely, returned to the Majestic last evening and pleased
a good-sized house for a couple of hours in Agnes L.
Crimmins' new farcical satire, 'She Knows Better Now.'
The story deals with the troubles of a New York woman,
"Mrs. Viola Tompkins,' who believes she has successfully
evaded the customs officials in smuggling Deshol Paris gowns
into this country; her matrimonial squabbles with her
husband; the appearance of a German baron, who has loved
and lost, and a bit of a love story running through the plot that
have just the right touch. At least the audience that saw the
play last evening thought so.
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November 9, 1911
Of course, Miss Irwin was the 'Mrs. Tompkins,' and filled
the part to perfection. Hubert Wilkie, as the 'German Baron,'
and 'Nicholas Tompkins,' 'Mrs. Vila's' husband, whom she
thinks she want to divorce, form a trio that produced a lot of
fun. The efforts of 'Mrs. Tompkins' to learn the German
language in order to impress the Baron, for whom she is
obviously setting her cap, provide situations that are really
funny. Muriel Hope, as 'Hedwig Muller, ' the German maid
contributed a goodly share of the entertainment, although she
was necessary to some extent to throw in some of the heart
throbs.
All in all 'She Knows Better Now' pleased immensely,
although Miss Irwin certainly gave the piece just the proper
touch.
Huntington Herald - March 21. 1912 - May Irwin is coming.
May Irwin was the first singer to popularize ragtime
melodies and 'Coon' ditties. Perhaps if that brand of comic
song were introduced in the coarse inartistic manner that
prevails in their present day rendering, it is doubtful if they
ever could be received with favor by the American public. Miss
Irwin was the innovator of the style and the creator of the type
of syncopated melodies. She eliminated vulgarity, and
imparted certain artistic values in the reading of this kind of
songs, that none of her many imitators have ever achieved. In
her new comedy, 'She Knows Better Now' which will be seen in
this city Wednesday evening, March 27, Miss Irwin will sing
three new songs, written especially for her by Irving Berlin,
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author of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' the new songs are
called 'The Ragtime Mocking Bird,' 'Straight Back to Dixie'
and 'The Brand New Girl.'
Cincinnati Enquirer - March 2, 1913 - May Irwin
May Irwin has something more than an engaging
personality and a stout figure. she is one of the cleverest
comediennes on the American stage, and that is why she is
successful in spite of her age and avoirdupois. She is the Sarah
Bernhardt of comedy!
'Widow By Proxy' was written around her by Catherine
Chisholm Cushing. It is pretty much all May Irwin-May Irwin
in her favorite colors, the black weeds of widowhood, with May
Irwin's humor to bring out the effect of contrast. And she
carried the farce pretty much all herself to success. Everybody
was amused everybody laughed. If it isn't a success from the
start it must be one of those inexplicable slip-ups that will
occur.
Miss Irwin plays Gloria Grey, who has exhausted her
means and is face to face with duns and other annoying
consequences of her extravagance. In spite of which she is as
merry as a lark and laughs at the misgivings of her companion,
Dolores Pennington, whom she has aided through a serious
illness. Dolores is a young widow who has a falling-out with her
husband's family because she became an actress and they had
to uphold the aristocratic traditions of their ancestors. When
things look desperate Dolores is notified that she is entitled to a
small fortune from her husband's family settling up the estate.
But as they have always treated her with contempt she
announces her intention not to accept the inheritance.
Here Gloria gets busy. she persuades Dolores to let her
impersonate her and deal with the two old maids who
constitute the family. And in carrying out the deception the
real humor of the piece comes to the front, arising, of course,
more from Miss Irwin's inimitable impersonation of the young
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woman whom they have never seen than from any
pronouncedly humorous situations.
The plot is held together by a slight romance which
quickly develops between Gloria and Captain Pennington, of
the Navy. The latter takes a decided shine to the merry widow,
and the merry widow is not at all averse. First she wins over
the two old maids by informing them that she is the
granddaughter of a duchess and then suffers herself to be
wooed by the impetuous Captain. She tries to confess her
deception, but has no chance to do so before she is on her way
to the altar. Just then the supposedly dead husband, Jack
Pennington, turns up alive and well, and the second act curtain
comes down on Gloria's collapse.
It is not till the end of the third act that the situation is
explained, and this portion is rather well done. Needless to say,
Gloria gets her Captain and Dolores is restored to the arms of
her husband.
Lebanon Daily News - May 5, 1913
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November 23, 1913
Cincinnati Enquirer - January 25, 1914
May Irwin has announced that she will hold a ragtime
jubilee at her summer home on the St. Lawrence this summer.
This means that Miss Irwin will have as her guests, the classic
creators of the most popular melodies, not only in America, but
of the world.
1915
Variety - January 1915
May Irwin, for example, with her company, could not by
any stretch of the imagination be called sad or lugubrious. She
stepped out of her act to do a song or two and a recitation or
two which allowed her to reap another big harvest of laughs
before she subsided. Miss Irwin offered her little comedy 'She
Just Wouldn't' assisted by five others. The skit has quite a
number of laughs, even if it is just a trifle talky. It went big
with the Monday afternoon audience which, by the way, filled
every seat in the house except a few scattered in the topmost.
Scranton Truth - February 26, 1915 - May Irwin in films.
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Paramount Pictures present Damel Frohman's great
success, featuring May Irwin, 'Mrs. Black is Back,' at the
Victoria theater, today and tomorrow. This is another one of
the distinguished actresses who will appear at our theater. May
Irwin, the comedienne and star of a great number of successful
comedies, plays the title role n the film production of the most
celebrated of all her stage triumphs, that screamingly funny
farce, 'Mrs. Black is Back,' written by George V. Hobart. As
the unfortunate, but jolly Mrs. Black, who in haste lies to her
husband about her age, and repents thereafter at leisure, Miss
Irwin is at her best.
Oregon Daily Journal - September 4, 1915 - A woman's
suggestion.
May Irwin, the actress, wants a department of laughter
established by the government. In a letter to President Wilson
she says she thinks it the duty of every woman, child or man to
encourage him with direct approval of his course. This is Miss
Irwin's conception of her proposed department:
The function of it should be to laugh out of court these
fools and self-seekers. These pests and jingoes who are trying
to annoy you in your work. The rulers of old had their sir
Motleys and jesters for just such a purpose. All the published
pictures of you are serious-masterful, but too serious. I think
that if this department were properly managed you might be
persuaded to wear that which you so justly deserve-the smile of
popular approval.
Of course Miss Irwin does not expect her suggestion to be
taken seriously, but, with a woman's intuition, she has perhaps
indicated the better way to handle the president's critics. With
the country facing the most serious crisis in recent years, the
president has been pursued by pests and jingoes seeking only
their own or party advantage. He has triumphed over them,
but at what cost to himself nobody knows.
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There should be some means for easing the burdens of the
nation's responsible head under such circumstances. It is little
use to argue with the carping critics. Perhaps Miss Irwin's plan
of laughing them out of countenance would prove effective.
Oregon Daily Journal - September 12, 1915
May Irwin, the comedy star, in a new laugh maker, 'No.
33 Washington Square,' has opened in New York.
Leroy Scott, author of the novel of that name, became a
playwright at the instigation of May Irwin, who read his book
and wanted a play made of it. Because May Irwin has become
an American habit-like the circus, the funny sheet and
baseball-when May Irwin comes to town the news fact of chief
importance is May Irwin, whatever and whoever she brings
with her.
But this season the fact that William Collier makes his
debut as May Irwin's stage director complicates the fun.
Neither Miss Irwin nor Mr. Collier has ever been known to let
a laugh in a line escape them.
Day Book - October 8, 1915
May Irwin is organizing an army of 5,000 volunteers to
march in the woman's suffrage parade here Oct. 23. It will be
called 'The women Who Watch and Wait' army.
Washington Times - November 7, 1915 - 33 Washington
Square.
Miss Irwin plays the part of Matilda, the faithful and
resourceful housekeeper of Mrs. De Peyster, of No. 33
Washington Square.
Mrs. De Peyster's troubles began on the eve of her
departure on a trip abroad, when she discovers that the
railroad, in which the bulk of her fortune is invested, has
passed its quarterly dividend.
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She decides she cannot afford to go abroad in proper style
and solves the difficulty by sending Olivette Harmon, her
cousin, heavily veiled, to impersonate her on the trip. She
remains in concealment in her mansion with only Matilda in
possession of the secret.
Numerous funny complications arise. Mrs. De Peyster has
to leave her home and with the ever faithful Matilda seeks
refuge in a boarding house. There the two are treated as
menials.
The ever ingenious Matilda extricates all from their
difficulties.
Washington Post - November 7, 1915
May Irwin left the Daly organization to become a star.
she made a phenomenal hit immediately in her famous
comedy, 'The Widow Jones.' This was in 1895. And her
dramatic chronology since then contains a series of successes.
They have been:
1885 - Widow Jones
1896-97 - Courted Into Court.
1897-98 - The Swell Miss Fitzwell
1898-99 - Sister Mary
1890 - Kate Kip, Buyer
1901-02 - Widow Jones (rerun)
1900-01 - The Belle of Bridgeport
1901-02 - Madge Smith, Attorney
1904-05 - Mrs. Black is Back
1904 -05 -Mrs. Wilson Andrews
1906-06 - Mrs. Wilson That's all
1910-10 - Mrs. Peckham's Carouse
1909-10 - Getting a Polish
1913-13 - Mrs. Peckham's Carouse (rerun)
1913-14 - ' Widow by Proxy
1915-16 - '33 Washington Square
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1922-22 - The 49ers

December 27, 1913

April 9, 1915
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - December 14, 1915
'33 Washington Square' depends largely upon the old
theme of concealed and mistaken identity for its fun. Mrs. De
Peyster, a socially prominent new Yorker, on the eve of sailing
for Europe as a social custom, suddenly finds herself bereft of
income. Not to go to Europe is to be socially ostracized, so in
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this dilemma and by the aid of her faithful housekeeper,
Matilda (May Irwin), she determines to lock herself in her
home, sending her cousin, disguised as herself, at a cheaper
rate, and give out through the newspapers that she has sailed.
Out of this general situation the farcical incidents follow,
including the marriage of a son and his occupancy of the
family mansion, under the impression that his mother is in
Europe. This causes flight to a boarding house by the mother
and housekeeper; their being taken for crooks by a forger
masquerading as a clergyman; their subsequent arrest, the
supposed death of Mrs. De Peyster in Paris, and preparations
for her funeral, when the secret comes out and the tangle is
straightened.
Underneath all this jumble runs a love story of Matilda
and the coachman, William, out of which Miss Irwin extracts
much hilarity. The entertainment is simply a fare of rather
unoriginal and clumsy structure, but May Irwin, aided by a
fairly good company, make it a laughing success. Miss Irwin is
resourceful, bland and always comes up smiling, even from the
embraces of a folding bed. Frances Gaunt plays Mrs. De
Peyster with as much dignity as the situations will allow.
Leonard Hollister does the masquerading crook with excellent
skill, if a bit exaggerated as the clergyman. Our fellowtownsman, Joe Woodburn, who has grown quite aldermanic in
girth, plays the usual lawyer friend of the family, and Julia
Ralph does a clever little bit of character work as a boarding
house mistress. The rest of the cast is adequate and the settings
are solid and in the main accurate.
1916
Fort Wayne Journal - Gazette - March 9, 1916 - May Irwin at
Majestic tonight in new comedy '33 Washington Square'
One night during her engagements at the Park Theatre,
New York, May Irwin's performance of '33 Washington
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Square,' in which she will be seen at the Majestic tonight, was
completely upset, and delayed much to the amusement of the
audience by the entrance of a new actor into the cast. He was
uncued, unexpected and unwelcomed.
He was 'Blizzard,' Miss Irwin's pet Angora cat. Miss
Irwin had installed him as official stage cat in succession to
'Stubby,' who held the job. 'Stubby' was breaking his successor
in and showing him over the house, an all good predecessors
should. a number of the woman members of the audience were
momentarily frightened by discovering two cats prowling
around under the seats.
Then 'Blizzard,' as all new brooms sweep clean, broke
away from his mentor, 'Stubby' tried to call him back, but the
other cat was keen on the job. He jumped on the rail of the
stage box and walked on the stage, sat there, and began to
wash his face complacently. Miss Irwin was n the middle of an
important scene and couldn't understand the continued
laughter of the audience. finally she turned and looked at
'Blizzard.'
'What do you think of that? she interpolated to Leonard
Hollister.
'Simply,' said he, 'that you can make a cat laugh.'
Amid the laughter of the audience Miss Irwin shoed
'Blizzard' off the stage, remarking:
'Two weeks' notice in writing for that bad actor.'
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'Bizzard', the Cat

Altoona Tribune - March 24, 1916
Some poses of America's jolliest comedienne, May Irwin,
who comes to the Mishler Theatre for one performance next
Tuesday evening, March 28, in the new farcial comedy '33
Washington Square'. During the performance Miss Irwin will
sing 'My Mother's Rotary,' 'Those Were Happy Days,' 'I've
Been Floating Down the Old Green River, 'Jubilee in My Old
Kentucky Home,' and the famous 'Frog song,'
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March 28, 1916

March 28, 1916
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Altoona Tribune - March 28, 1916
Attired in shooting togs and armed with her trusty gun,
May Irwin, the amiable and popular dispenser of mirth who
comes to the Mishler Theatre this evening in a special
engagement of '33 Washington Square,' is one of the most
enthusiastic duck hunters in America.
Miss Irwin's wonderful versatility has long been a notable
feature of her engaging personality. She puts equally as much
zest in her missions in quest of wild ducks in the marshes of the
thousand islands where she resides during the summer season.
She is said to be a crack shot and within the last several years
she has dispatched more ducks than any woman in the United
States. In the photograph above the comedienne is seen in a
realistic pose while seeking the irresistible wild duck of the
northern waters.
Hunting ducks is as a great a pastime with May Irwin as
any other diversion that the actress includes on her lengthy
category of accomplishments. She is just doing it right as
Altoonans will find her tonight n getting smiles across the
footlights of the Mishler, Shooting ducks is one thing, of
course, and the proper culinary preparation of them is
decidedly another. But May Irwin does both equally well, an
actress of visitors to her summary summer residence in the
Islands will tell you. In front of her busy little gas lights the
actress has prepared delightful concoctions of every variety
that would tempt the appetite of the vainest epicure. And that's
why May Irwin is a success. She puts one hundred per cent
energy into every little thing she does and the result is
efficiency to the highest degree.
Her new play is a laughing, gloom-dispelling vehicle that
banishes care and leaves a new spirit that will linger long after
May Irwin has left and the only regret you'll have will be
because you missed it.
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Tennessean - November 13, 1916 - May Irwin's new comedy a
scream.
What Douglas Gordon, Lynchburg Press, says about May
Irwin, who comes to the Vendome next Wednesday and
Thursday:
'May Irwin's new play '33 Washington Square,' began
life as an amusing, but modest, short story by Leroy Scott,
which was published in one of the magazines, I think, a few
years ago. If it was not a magazine story, it was a sort of little
book at which book reviewers sniff, and at which the public
grabs-anyhow, it was not pretentious. Then May Irwin
adopted it and had it adapted, nursed it along, put whole reels
of extraneous comedy into it, and, in a word, Irwinized it,
wherefore it became a full-sized farce, with enough fun in it to
fill forty average farces and more than enough to keep even the
election-saddened audience of last night too busy wiping away
tears of merriment to bother about the other kind. Like every
other real farce, it has more than one string to its bow, so that
anything like a comprehensive outline of its story would
involve half a dozen stories, which are better seen than related;
but the whole thing revolves about the determined of fort of a
conspicuous woman of society to keep her end up by
pretending to go to Europe, when, in reality, she is hidden
away in her own house. So far, the Leroy Scott story goes, but
after that there are innumerable complications that did not
appear in the original, and both the original story and its
evolution into a complete farce are made irresistibly amusing
by the cleverest, most resourceful, most unctuous comedienne
on the American stage-May Irwin. Her part is, of course,
provided with many rich lines, many of which it is suspected
are her own, but she does more with them than any other actor
if this day could do. As proof of that, she takes occasion, in the
course of the piece, to sing one song. After that, she has to sing
as many more as she will let the audience make her sing, and
no matter how old they are, some of them, they are worth
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about ten times as much by reason of her performance, as they
were before.
Miss Irwin's supporting company is good enough in most
respects, with Donald Meek standing brilliantly out, but she
doesn't need an acting company; all that is required is a
sufficient number of men and women to read the other parts,
for she is a whole company of laughing comedians in herself,
and when she is on the stage, which is all the time, nobody else
matter, anyhow. In short, May Irwin is a one hundred per cent
comedienne, who is now provided with a 100 per cent farce.
Only one complaint is to be registered. She appears for
one performance only.'
Tennessean - November 13, 1916 - May Irwin wins many
laughs. Popular star is hundred percent comedienne.
One hundred per cent comedienne, with 100 per cent
farce, is May Irwin in '33 Washington Square,' which opened
its engagement at the Vendome last night. May Irwin, long
known as the premier comedienne of the American stage,
never had a better vehicle than her present one, and never
have the tears of laughter flowed so freely from a Nashville
audience as they did on this occasion. To hear her sing 'Where
Did Robinson Crusoe Go With Friday on Saturday Night?'
means to laugh until our side hurts, and then some. She
doesn't need anybody on the stage but herself, for she's the
whole show all the time.
The story of '33 Washington Square' came out in some
magazine some few years ago, and is from the pen of Leroy
Scott. Later is was seen in a sort of book form that the book
reviewers sniffed at and the public grabbed, as usual; then may
Irwin adopted it and had it adapted, and, in short, 'Irwinized'
it, thus putting enough humor in it to do for a hundred fares.
Like every other farce, it has more than one string to its bow,
so to give a comprehensive outline would involve numerous
stories. The whole thing hinges around a conspicuous woman
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of society who goes to Europe to hold up her end of the social
world and make her position in society more elite, if possible,
when in reality she is broke, and does not go to Europe, but
conceals herself in her house. This is about where the original
story ends, but with the original and the many humorous
added complications it is made into a full-fledged farce in the
hands of the most magnetic, inspiring and thoroughly funny
comedienne on the America stage-May Irwin. Her part, of
course, is full of rich lines, and one suspects that many of them
are of her own making.
Miss Irwin's supporting cast is well selected, but that
doesn't make much difference; all she needs is a few men and
women to read some lines, and she will do the rest. However,
standing out brilliantly in the support of Miss Irwin is Donald
Meek, formerly of the Boyle stock company of this city, a
preacher, a cronk and a thoroughly good actor.
May Irwin started seemingly to sing one or two songs in
the second act, but before the audience would let her stop, she
had sung five or six old songs, increasing their value about ten
times the original cost. She began with the 'Homesick Blues,'
and struck that Robinson Crusoe melody, which brought down
with an applause that almost reached an ovation. The songs
were old and May Irwin is about the only person in the world
who can get away with them at this late date, but to hear her
sing them and an audience laugh, you would think they were
just out.
'33 Washington Square' may be seen at the Vendome this
afternoon and tonight.
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December 27, 1916
Labor Advocate - February 10, 1917 - Lyric
May Irwin's first serious dramatic engagement was as a
member of Augustin Daly's famous company. She played
constantly with Ada Rehan and the other famous members of
this memorable organization, and to the coaching of the
lamented Daly, Miss Irwin credits her ability as a comedienne.
Miss Irwin left the Daly organization to become a star. She
made a phenomenal hit immediately in her famous comedy,
'The Widow Jones.' This was in 1895. And her dramatic
chronology since then contains one series of unbroken
successes. They have been: 1896-7, 'Courted Into Court;' 18978, 'The Swell Miss Fitzwell;' 1898-9- 'Sister Mary,' 1899-1900,
'Kate Kip, Buyer;' 1900-01, 'The Belle of Bridgeport;' 1901-02
'Madge Smith, Attorney;' 1904-05 'Mrs. Black is Back;' 190607 'Mrs. Wilson Andrews;' '1909-10 Getting a Polish;' 1913-14
'Widow by Proxy;' 1915-16 '33 Washington Square.'
Miss Irwin will be seen at the Lyric in the latest of her
comedies, '33 Washington Square,' with the original New York
cast and production, commencing next Sunday.
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April 1, 1917

April 14, 1917
Gazette Globe - May 4, 1917
May Irwin, who is now appearing in vaudeville, has
proved her patriotism, by offering her summer home, Irwin
Island, one of the thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence River,
to the Red Cross. She proposes that it be used as a home for
convalescents.
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February 12, 1920
Chicago Daily Tribune - October 22, 1922
Miss May Irwin, long absent from the stage, will return to
it next month as mistress of ceremonies for 'The Forty-Niners,'
the band of playwrights and actors who are preparing a sort of
American Chauve-souris,' program in New York. 'Nothing in
the world,' says Miss Irwin, gracefully, 'would have induced
me to come back from the farm but the opportunity I am thus
given to associate myself with these great minds.'
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November 5, 1922
Index-Journal - October 25, 1938 - May Irwin is no more.
May Irwin died last Saturday on her farm in New York
State. She was seventy-six years old and a victim of bronchial
pneumonia just as was Harry Stillwell Edwards the day before
in a Macon, Georgia hospital. Edwards, author, was eightythree, however.
The name May Irwin means nothing to this generation
but thirty years ago it was one to fill any theatre in the country
as one writer put it. Laid its heart at her feet in those days.
May's specialty was making people laugh and in the
wholesome way. It was her life-time thought that she had never
sung a risque song or spoken a line that was off color. From
coast to coast she was known and loved for her gifts. She never
let herself down with her public. She was a long line of popular
favorites, old timers will recall her way of singing 'Mr.
Johnson, Turn Me Loose' and that foolish little 'Frog Song,'
'When You Ain't Got No Money, You needn't come around,'
and many others.
When Woodrow Wilson got to be President, he
summoned her to Washington for a 'command performance'
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and offered her the portfolio of Secretary of Laughter. After
fifty years of rollicking glee on the stage she loved, she retired
to a farm to live with her cows, her memories, and her
husband, Kurt Eisfeldt, who had been her manager for years.
In 1907 she married Kurt Eisfedlt, her manager. May was
married to F. W. Keller in 1878 until he died in 1886. They had
two sons-Walter and Harry.

Mr. & Mrs. Eisfeldt
May's second husband
A story about Caruso's opinion of her voice is interesting.
It is said Caruso once said to her: 'You might go far as a real
singer if you would study hard.' Miss Irwin gave one of her
infectious laughs and said that all the technique she needed
was to 'take a deep breath and let her go.' And her admirers
never wanted her any better than she was.
May Irwin lived to be an old woman but she never have
gone far in Hollywood. She insisted always on being decent.
From 1895 to 1904 May Irwin and the coon song were
closely related. Numerous coon songs were published with
Irwin’s name on the cover. May was in about eleven Broadway
shows (see list below) and introduced a number of songs, many
becoming national hits. In examining these we can follow the
progress of the coon song from its beginning to the time it
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began to fade from public acceptance. We present a list of the
songs available from 1893 to 1912:
Songs of May Irwin
Come Kiss Your Honey Boy*
1894 - Mandy*
1893 - Mamie Live Humble*
1895 - I Love My Honey, Yes I do*
1896 - Bully Song*
May Irwin’s “Lulu” Song
Honey on My Lips*
Crappy Dan: de Spo’tin’ Man
Mr. Johnson Turn Me Loose*
May Irwin’s “Frog” Song
All Coons Look Alike To Me*
Hot Tamale Alley
1897 - My Baby I’ll “Go Too
An Awful Wicked Nigger
1898 - When You Ain’t Got No Money*
Dar’s Somethin’ About Yer I Like*
If I Only Had A Job
I’ve Got Him Dead
She’s A ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady*
Keep Your Eye On Your Friend Mr. Johnson*
He Cert’ny Was Good To Me*
1899 - Mammy’s Caroline Twins
Now I Got Some Money
I Don’t Care To Be Your Lady Friend*
I Couldn’t Stand To See My Baby Lose
Miss Simpson Brown
De’ Possum Chase*
Mis Fits
My Bed is Like A Little Boat*
He’s Laid on de Shelf*
1900 - I’ve Got Trouble Of My Own*
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1903 - Dat’s Just What “Expotentisious” Means
Magdaline My Southern Queen
1904 - Albany*
1906 - Never Raise A Razor Less You want To Raise A Row*
1907 - She Borrowed My Only Husband
1907 - Mose Andrew Jackson, goodbye
Don’t Argify
Matrimony
1912 - Ragtime Mocking Bird*
* - In Broadway Shows
+ - Recording of 1907
Broadway Show Songs of May Irwin
1893 - Country Sport - Mami! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy,
Mandy, Live Humble
1895 - Widow Jones - Live Humble, The Bully Song, I Love My
Honey
1896 -Swell Mrs. Fiztwell - Honey On My Lips, She’ A
‘Spectable Married Colored Lady, Keep Your Eye On
Your Friend Mr. Johnson, He Cert’ny Was Good To Me
1896 - Courted Into Court - Mr. Johnson Turn Me Loose, All
Coons Look Alike
1898 - Kate Kip Brown - When You Ain’t Got No Money,
Somethin’ About You I Like
1899 - Sister Mary - I Don’t Care To Be Your Lady Friend, De
Possum Chase, My Bed is like a Little Boat
1899 - Madge Smith, Attorney - He Laid On The Shelf
1900 - Bells Of Bridgeport - I’ve Got Troubles Of My Own
1904 - Mrs. Black Is Back - Albany
1906 - Mrs. Wilson That’s All - Never Raise a Razor
1912 - She Knows Better Now - Ragtime Mocking Bird
There are 41 songs listed, beginning in 1893 to 1912. From
analyzing the style of each we can trace the progress of the
coon craze. Irwin was the most popular ‘coon shouter’ and
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would be in the middle of the popular craze and led the fad
with the introduction of new songs and the progressive style of
the coon craze. While the use of the typical lyrics of the coon
song can be traced back to the minstrels, Irwin’s Bully Song is
taken as the beginning of the fad of the coon song in popular
American music. From the words given above one can observe
the use of terms like ‘nigger,’ ‘razor’ ‘coon’ and talks of
violence.
One of the earliest May Irwin songs is “Mamie! Come Kiss
Your Honey Boy, composed by May in 1893 or the show “A
Country Sport.' It contains no Negro dialect or coon lyrics,
contains only a few bars of syncopation and is in the style of a
popular song of the era. It is however called a new Negro
Melody - Plantation Song. It is marked March, two-step or
Schottische. There is a picture of May on the cover and we
read the words “What the world is looking for, a new Negro
melody. Already a tremendous success.” Introduced nightly in
“A Country Sport” one of the big Broadway hits of 1893. The
male star, Peter Dailey appears with May waltzing with wire
dummies at a cheap clothing store. The play is about a man
inheriting a fortune becomes a 'thoroughbred sport' and heads
for the Bowery’s fun spots. The show also includes the song
'Mandy.'
Mamie! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy - 1893
We find, in “A Country Sport” of 1893, two other songs
by Irwin entitled “Live Humble,” and “Mandy.” Called the
‘companion to “Mamie” is labeled a ‘plantation song’ but it
contains coon lyrics, using the words ‘ niggers,’ ‘coons,’
‘watermelons,’ and uses a Negro dialect in its lyrics. It is in
regular rhythm without only a few examples of syncopation
and the accompaniment is in the traditional type of this era,
with no hint of ragtime rhythms and syncopation. While it is
not entitled a coon song I believe it is one of the earliest
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examples of the coon genre only lacking the word ‘coon’ in its
title. Also included in the show was the song Live humble.
Live Humble - 1894
The show “Widow Jones” was created for May by J. J.
McNally, it premiered on Broadway on 9/16/95. In the show
Irwin (called the great coon shouter’) sings a number of ‘coon’
songs. This was the show that brought her to stardom. It was
called a ‘farcical conceit.” The most famous song of the show
was “The Bully Song.” One other song in the show was “I
Love My Honey, Yes I Do.” The song contains some coon lyrics
and Negro dialect but contains no syncopation.
I Love My Honey, Yes I Do - 1895
With her success in Widow Jones we find six songs, two
written by the composer of the Bully Song, Chas. Trevathan
published in 1896. “May Irwin’s Frog Song written in 1896.
Labeled ‘May Irwin’s latest character success’ Crappy Dan, de
Spo’tin’ Man is a typical coon song, now popular on the
American popular music scene. The songs use Negro dialect
but contain no syncopation and have regular accompaniment
in the piano sheet music.
May Irwin’s Lulu Song was written by S. L. Hecht contains
coon lyrics but contain no syncopation and has a regular piano
accompaniment.
The Broadway Show 'Swell Mrs. Fitzwell', staring May
opened also on Nov. 15. 1896.
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Many of the Broadway Shows of the day were seasonal
and were presented only for a short time. Each season a new
show would open. Some of the songs in ‘Fitzwell’ were: 'Honey
On My Lips', She’s A ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady', 'He
Cert’ny Was Good To me'. and 'Keep Your Eyes on Your
Friend Mister Johnson'. The show was filled with song-filled
comedies that she was known for. The show was reminiscent of
an earlier Irwin vehicle, 'Courted Into Court'. Music in the
show was written by Cole, Johnson and Rosamond Johnson.
On Dec. 29th, 1896 May Irwin, the leading singer of coon
songs, stalked on the Bijou stage in J. J. McNalley’s newest
farce-comedy, 'Courted into Court'. To capitalize on Irwin’s
popularity two songs (hits of Irwin) were added to the show:
'Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose,' and 'All Coons Look Alike
To Me'.
In 1896 May put words to the George M. Cohan's tune
Hot Tamale Alley.
May Irwin composed a number of original songs. In 1897
she wrote 'My Baby I’ll Go Too'. Its contains lyrics which are
known as coon lyrics using Negro dialect. The accompaniment
is of a regular nature with no syncopation.
'My Baby I’ll Go Too' - While there is no real
syncopation found it does contain a few bars using the
cakewalk rhythm in the accompaniment.
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Also in 1897 May sings another song written by S. L.
Hecht, entitled 'An Awful Wicked Nigger.' It is another coon
type song, much like his previously published songs. Having
May sing a song almost guaranteed a ‘hit.’
In 1898 there are songs sang by Irwin that are published,
all containing coon type lyrics, with no syncopation: 'Come
‘Round, If I Only had A Job', contains some cakewalk rhythms
in the refrain. We have stated that the cakewalk rhythm is a
syncopated one although it does not sound as much as notes
that are tied over a bar line. Another Irwin hit was 'I’ve Got
Him Dead'. Basically most of the early coon songs contained
very little true syncopation, as is the case also with early
minstrel songs. It was the use of what is called united
syncopation that ragtime evolves from. We will see that when
ragtime accompaniments are included in the coon songs and
later cakewalks, which evolve into the classic ragtime type.
May starred in another Broadway Show 'Kate Kip
Brown'. Two songs from this show were: 'When You Ain’t Got
No Money', and 'Dar’s Somethin’ About Yer I like'.
In 1899 there are two coon songs that are typical - no
syncopation, 'I Couldn’t Stand To See My Baby Lose', which is
about race tracks, crap games and cards; 'Manny’s Carolina
Twins' which actually contain very few coon lyrics. The song
Miss Simpson Brown uses some cakewalk rhythm and is about
a Negro ‘wrench.’ In the chorus we find use of the cakewalk
rhythm and syncopation in the accompaniment part. It is one
of the earliest examples of ragtime style being used in a coon
song. In the song 'Now I Got Some Money', 'Well I’m Comin’
Round' is also an early example with hints of ragtime in its
accompaniment and more use of the cakewalk rhythm in the
melody as well as in the accompaniment.
May Irwin returned on Broadway in a farce with music
entitled 'Madge Smith, Attorney' (12/10/99) which ran into
1900.
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In a unique departure from common practice, the songs
were not scattered throughout the plot. Instead they were all
offered in a single extend medley. We find the song 'He’s Laid
On The Shelf' as part of this medley. It contains some
syncopation and of course in the Negro dialect.
'Sister Mary', still another Broadway Show, opened in 1899
featured May singing 'I Don’t Care To be Your Lady Friend',
This song contains hints of the ragtime style and includes some
syncopation. In 1899 there seems to be the use of ragtime style
accompaniments and more use of syncopation, both in coon
songs and in the later cakewalks of ’99.’ Also included were the
songs 'De Possum Chase' and 'My Bed is Like A Little Boat'.
In 1898 we find May Irwin in the show 'The Belle of
Bridgeport' with the song 'I’ve Got Troubles of My Own'. This
show had a cast that included the hefty ‘blond personification
of good humor,' May Irwin, still a leading 'coon' singer, and
Raymond Hitchcock. With May Irwin to belt out the blackderived material in her “customary ‘semi-mezzo’ voice,” some
of the finest young black talent (Bob Cole, J. W. Johnson, and
J. Rosamond Johnson) combined to help with the score. When
she wasn’t singing or propelling the plot, Miss Irwin talked
with audiences about trout fishing and department store
methods. Reviewers failed to note whether she approved of the
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way great retail outlets functioned, but the press did
disapprove of a certain commercialism evident in 'The Belle of
Bridgeport' and “more and more common” in other shows.
This was the brazen advertising of special products. In Miss
Irwin’s vehicle a brand of whiskey and a make of typewriter
were ballyhooed.
In 1899 May appeared in the show 'Sister Mary'. Two of the
songs from the show: 'My Bed Is Like A Little Boat', and 'De
Possum Chase'. There is a song published that May sings that
was not in the show. It was called 'Mis-Fits' called a ‘topical
song.
One of the songs May Irwin sang was published in the
San Francisco Examiner. Written by Cole & Johnson it was
entitled 'Magdaline My Southern Queen'. The song She
borrowed 'My Only Husband' was written by May and
published in 1907. The next Irwin song is from 1903 - 'Dat’s
Just What “Expotentisious” Means'. We are into the ragtime
era now and in the chorus the accompaniment is in ragtime
style and it could be played as a ragtime piano solo. The coon
song is in its last days and the ragtime and jazz elements are
beginning to come into popular American music. The cakewalk
craze and the coon song fad have just about faded and ragtime
is the new popular music craze.
The same night George M. Cohan opened in 'Little
Johnny Jones,' May Irwin premiered in George V. Hobart’s
comedy, 'Mrs. Black is Back' in 1904. Like all Miss Irwin’s
vehicles the piece was really a straight play. But as was her
wont, Miss Irwin found room for several songs one of which
was 'Albany', or, 'Dat’s de Only Town Looks Good To Me'.
The song includes a ragtime accompaniment as well as use of
the cakewalk rhythm. May wrote the words to this song.
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In 1906 May did the Broadway show 'Mrs. Wilson That’s
All.' One song in the show 'Never Raise A Razor ‘less You
Want To Raise A Row' seems out of place in 1906 when the fad
of the coon song was fading.
Finally Irving Berlin wrote the song 'Ragtime Mocking
Bird' from the show 'She knows Better Now', in 1912.
Her last Broadway appearance was in the 49ers in 1922.
Besides her stage singing career May also made a
Kinescope in 1896. Edison made an early kinescope of the
kissing scene from 'Widow Jones'. It was the first kiss on
‘film.’ The film is only one minute long. She did make a fulllength film, which was an adaptation of her Broadway play
'Mrs. Black Is Back' in 1914. As a piece of trivia May Irwin is
credited for naming the salad dressing ‘Thousand Island
Dressing.” May had a home on one of the Thousand Islands in
the St. Lawrence River.
May also made 7 phonograph records in 1907. Among
them: 'Matrimony', 'When You Ain’t Got No Money, You
Needn’t Come Around' from the 1898 show 'Kate Kip, Buyer'.
'Moses Andrew Jackson, Goodbye' in 1906 from the Show
'Mrs. Wilson, That’s All', 'Crappy Dan' in 1898, 'Frog Song'
and 'Don’t Argify'.
May is credited with making popular the famous gay
nineties song 'After The Ball'. May Irwin remained one of the
most well loved entertainers of her time and after a full and
successful life died in 1938 a very wealthy lady.
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With the success of Irwin’s “Bully Song” there followed
numerous imitations of the ideas and characteristics presented
in “The Bully” song.
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March 28, 1916

May Irwin-5'2'170 lbs.
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Flo-1907

A black and white photograph of May Irwin's summer home.
There is a portrait of May Irwin in the upper right of the
photograph. This building was on an island in the Thousand
Islands at Clayton, New York.
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Bully Song - 1896
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Hot Tamale Alley - 1896

]
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Live Humble – 1894
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The book 'American Musical Theatre' has a number of
Irwin's Broadway show credits.
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1880

1895

1882

1885

Flo-1895 The Kiss- 1896

1907

1893

1905

1894

1907
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1880
A black and white portrait of May Irwin. This portrait
shows a view of the right side of her face. She is wearing a hat.
This photograph was from a collection of pictures of theatrical
personalities accumulated by Frederick Meserve of New York,
a famous American collector of pictures.

1882
A black and white portrait of May Irwin. This is a side
view of the right side of her face.

1885
A black and white full figure photograph of May Irwin.
She is wearing a hat and long dress. Her hands are on her hips.
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1890
A black and white full body portrait of May Irwin. Her
right hand is on her hip and left hand is leaning on the top of a
bench.

1894 A black and white portrait of May Irwin wearing a
hat. This portrait was used to endorse X-Zalia Medicine
Bottom.

1895
A black and white portrait of May Irwin. She is leaning
her right hand on a ledge and her left hand is on her hip. She is
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wearing a dark colored hat and dark gloves with a light
colored dress.

1896
1896 A black and white photograph of May Irwin and
John C. Rice kissing. This picture is from a scene from the play
"The Widow Jones".

1895
A black and white portrait of Flo Irwin wearing a large
hat. At the time of this photo, Flo Irwin was appearing in "The
Widow Jones" at the Grand Opera House.

1900
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A black and white portrait of May Irwin. This image was
printed in a book or magazine of American Theatrical
Personalities.

1905
A black and white portrait of May Irwin. This is a
blended photograph and pencil sketch. This photograph and
pencil portrait was signed to Mrs. Roberts on April 5, 1905.
Mrs. Roberts must have known May Irwin when she was
young, for she signed her real name (Georgie Campbell) as
well as her stage...

1905
A black and white portrait of May Irwin. She is wearing
stripes.
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1905
Photographic postcard of May Irwin. May Irwin was
born Georgina May Campbell on 27 June 1962 at Whitby.
May and her sister, Flora (Flo), began performing as young
teenagers in order to provide money for their widowed mother.
They debuted in Buffalo, NY in 1874. May created a career for
herself.

1907
A black and white full body portrait of May Irwin. She is
wearing a long lacy dress. She is standing tall and her left hand
is resting on a chair. Her right hand is behind her back.

1907
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A black and white portrait of Flo Irwin. This is a view of
the right side of her face. May Irwin's older sister was the
actress Flo Irwin. This picture accompanied an article entitled
"Canadian Successes on the American Stage" in The Globe
(Toronto), January 5, 1907, Saturday Illustrated Edition.

1910
c.1910 A black and white full body portrait of May
Irwin. In this photograph she is sitting on a chair with her
right arm leaning on a desk to the right of her. Miss Irwin is
dressed as Mrs. Peckham in "Mrs. Peckham's Carouse."

